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Chapter 4 – Data Collection 

Introduction 

What is data? Why collect data? How is data collected? Who cares anyway? 

• How many walleye are in Lake Mille Lacs? 

• Does aspirin prevent heart attacks? 

• What is the approval rating for the President? 

• How have the schools in Minnesota been doing to prepare 

students for success in college? 

• What percent of people would return money when given 

too much change? 

All of these questions (and infinitely many more) can be answered through statistics. Statisticians begin 

by posing a question. They then plan a method for collecting information, called data, about that 

question. Next they collect the data and analyze it. The statisticians will ‘look’ at the data in the form of 

graphs or tables. They then ‘analyze’ the data with numerical statistics. Finally they will ‘explain’ what 

they have learned, what conclusions can be made, and what is still unknown, in a written or verbal 

report. 

4.1 DATA 

Learning Objectives 

• Know the terminology of data collection, variables, and measurement 

• Understand how measurements are used in statistics 

• Distinguish between the various methods for data collection 

Data and Variables 

When a topic needs to be studied or a question needs to be answered, researchers often collect data in 

an effort to find the answer. Data is a collection of facts, measurements, or observations about a set of 

individuals (data is plural; the word datum refers to a single observation). There are a variety of ways to 

collect data in order to study topics of interest. Researchers can analyze and compare test scores for 

various Minnesota High Schools. Scientists can conduct an experiment to determine the effectiveness of 

a new medication. Union leaders can conduct a census of every union member before deciding to strike. 

Market researchers can survey a randomly selected sample of teenage girls to determine what qualities 

they look for when purchasing a new cell phone. 

When a topic is being studied, there are often several variables, or characteristics about the individuals, 

that the researchers are interested in. Each person, animal, or object being studies is one individual (or 

subject). The variables are generally either categorical or numerical. A categorical variable (or 

qualitative variable) can be put into categories, like favorite color, type of car, etc. A numerical variable 

(or quantitative variable) can be assigned a numerical value, such as height, distance, temperature, etc. 

  

https://bit.ly/probstatsUnit4 
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Example 1 

Suppose 1,845 teenage girls are to be 

surveyed by a cell phone company that 

wants to design a new cell phone that 

they can market to females under 20 

years old. The questionnaire will likely 

include questions related to age, birth 

date, race, area code where they live, 

number of texts sent per month, data 

usage, amount of money willing to 

spend per month, services they want 

offered, features they want included, 

length of time they have had a cell phone, favorite colors, etc. All of these are variables, because they 

will vary from individual to individual. However, only some of these variables are numerical. Identify the 

individuals and the numerical variables. 

Solution 

Individuals: each girl who completes a questionnaire 

Numerical variables: age, number of texts per month, data usage, amount of money willing to 

spend per month, and length of time they have had a cell phone. 

When determining which variables are numerical, it might help to decide whether or not it 

would be appropriate to calculate a numerical statistic, such as an average or the range for the 

reported data. Age is numerical, because we can certainly report an average age of those 

surveyed. Even though birth date and area code may be reported as numbers, it would make no 

sense to report an ‘average birth date’ or ‘mean area code’. Numbers such as these, social 

security numbers, or student ID numbers, divide the data into a bunch of categories of one item 

each. They are simply used for identification and are not considered numerical variables. 

Measurement in Statistics 

When a topic is to be studied the researchers decide what it is they want to know about each individual. 

These variables of interest can be measured using different instruments and need to be reported in 

specific units. The instrument is the tool used to make the measurement. This instrument could be 

something obvious like a scale, tape measure, thermometer, or speedometer. But, it could also be a 

something like a questionnaire, a rubric, or an exam. The units explain what the numbers represent, and 

might be feet, points, pounds, degrees Celsius, miles per hour, etc. Keep in mind that data is useless 

unless it is in context. For example, the number 12 could mean anything. Is it $12, or 12 inches, or  

12 as in thousands of dollars, or 12 apple pies? Without knowing the units, all you have is a meaningless 

list of numbers.  
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Validity, Reliability and Bias 

The way in which any given variable is to be measured needs to be valid and reliable. Validity refers to 

the appropriateness of the instrument and units used. Reliability means that the instrument can be 

depended upon to consistently give the same results or nearly the same results when repeated. If an 

instrument gives different results when measuring the same thing, it is not reliable, and it has a high 

degree of variability because the results vary a lot. Another potential problem with measurements is 

bias. When a measurement is repeatedly too high or too low, it is said to be biased. In other words, a 

biased measurement is ‘consistently wrong in the same direction’. 

Researchers would like to limit bias in measurements as much as possible. Ideally, we hope for 

measurements that are valid, low in bias, and highly reliable. No measurement is perfect. Averaging 

repeated measurements can be a way to limit variability. Be aware though, averaging will only reduce 

variability (or increase reliability). Averages will not make an invalid measurement suddenly valid. The 

average of biased measurements will still be biased. 

For example, if the variable being studied is the weight of all of the members of the school wrestling 

team, then using a scale as the instrument and pounds as the units will be valid. As long as the scale 

being used is in working order, the measurements reported should be reliable. 

However, what if someone had set the scale being used to weigh the wrestlers to start at 10 pounds 

rather than zero? Each person who stepped on the scale would think that they were 10 pounds heavier 

than they actually were, resulting in biased measurements. If that were the case, using the scale as the 

instrument and pounds as the units would still be valid because it makes sense as a way to measure 

weight. It would also be reliable because if the same person steps on the scale again and again, they will 

have nearly the same result. However, it would be biased because each measurement is 10 pounds too 

heavy. So, even though something is wrong with this measurement, it doesn’t mean that everything is 

wrong with it. We want valid, reliable, and unbiased measurements. 

Example 2 

Suppose that a teacher intends to base grades in a math class on the students’ 

heights. She plans to use a tape measure as her instrument and inches as her 

units. Her grading system will be as follows: the shortest student will receive the 

lowest grades and the tallest will receive the highest grades. Comment on the 

validity, reliability, and potential bias of this. 

Solution 

Validity? This clearly is not a valid way to measure a student’s success and 

assign grades, because height has absolutely nothing to do with 

someone’s understanding of math, or their grade in a math course. 

Reliability? The tape measure should be reliable. If used properly, each 

time a particular student’s height is measured we will expect to get the 

same answer. 
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Bias? This should not be biased. Some tall people will deserve lower grades, while some will 

deserve higher grades. The same will be true for students of all heights. 

Therefore, this teacher’s method for assigning grades would be unbiased and it would be 

reliable (both good things), but it would also not be valid (a bad thing). She should come up with 

a better way to measure students’ grades. Perhaps she should use a combination of test scores 

and homework completion. 

In conclusion, keep in mind that just because a statistical measurement is bad, does not mean 

that everything will be wrong with it. It is important to think through each question separately: 

Is the measurement valid?;  Is the measurement reliable?;  Is the measurement unbiased? 

Rates versus Counts 

Something to watch out for is whether numbers should be changed to rates or percentages in order to 

make appropriate comparisons. For example, it would not make any sense to compare ‘the number of 

people living in poverty’ for each of the fifty states in the United States because of the variety in 

population sizes. Think of the number of people who live in the state of Rhode Island versus the number 

who live in California. It would be much more appropriate to compare ‘the percentage of people living in 

poverty’ for each state instead. 

 

Example 3 

Luigi got a pair of jeans that are normally $64.95, for $52.50. Javier paid $48.75 for a pair of jeans that 

normally cost $58.25. Which jeans had a higher rate of discount? 

Solution 

Luigi’s jeans were marked down $12.45 (64.95 - 52.50). Divide the amount of discount by the 

original cost (12.45/64.95) and get 0.1917. So, Luigi’s jeans were marked down 19.17%. 

Javier’s jeans were marked down $9.50 (58.25 - 48.75). Divide the amount of discount by the 

original cost (9.50/58.25) and get 0.1631. So, Javier’s jeans were marked down 16.31%. 

Luigi’s jeans had a higher rate of discount. 

Methods for Collecting Data 

Once a question of interest is posed, there are different ways of collecting data. This is a quick overview 

of the methods for collecting data that will be studied in this chapter: sample surveys, census, 

observational studies, and experiments. Each will be covered in more detail in the following sections. 

For now, we just want to be able to recognize which method was used or described. 
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Sample surveys are often used as a way to collect data from just some of the people or objects being 

studied. Some examples of sample surveys are: mailed out questionnaires, online surveys, phone 

interviews, or quality control checks. Another way to collect data is through a census. This means that 

every single person or item in the population is checked, tested, or asked. When trying to determine 

whether something was a sample or a census, ask yourself if the researchers asked everyone (or tested 

everything). If yes, then it was a census. 

Sometimes it will be most appropriate to conduct an experiment which occur when the researchers 

actually ‘do something’ to the subjects. Observational studies are another common way to collect data. 

In observational studies, the researchers do not ‘do anything’ to the subjects, they simply collect data 

that has already happened or happens naturally. A sample survey and a census are actually types of 

observational studies. All of these methods of data collection can yield interesting results and often 

answer questions. However, the only method that can actually prove that one variable causes another is 

an experiment. When trying to determine whether a research method was an experiment, ask yourself 

if the researchers changed anything or did anything to the people or objects that were being studied. If 

yes, then it was an experiment. 

Example 4 

For each of the following scenarios, determine whether the situation described is an experiment, 

observational study, census, or a sample survey. Explain how you know. 

a) Researchers suspected that aspirin could help reduce the risk of having a heart attack. Seven 

hundred people, aged 40 or older, were willing to participate in a study. Half of these participants 

were randomly selected to take an aspirin each day. The remaining participants were given a pill 

that looked like the aspirin, but contained no actual medicine. The study went on for five years and 

the participant’s health was monitored. 

b) In an effort to study how the high schools in Minnesota have been preparing students for college, an 

extensive questionnaire was developed. Ten percent of the high school juniors at every high school 

in the state were selected randomly to complete this questionnaire. 

c) Researchers suspected that tanning beds caused skin cancer. Each time a person was diagnosed 

with skin cancer, they were asked a series of questions including whether or not they had used a 

tanning bed. If they had, further questions were asked regarding how often, what type, and at what 

age, etc. 

d) In an effort to determine how many fish were in Lake George, the lake was drained and the fish 

were counted. 

Solution 

a) This is an experiment because the researchers changed something. They had the people take 

aspirin (or fake aspirin). 

b) This is a sample survey because only a part of all high school students were questioned. 

c) This is an observational study because no change was made. The researchers simply asked 

about past behavior. Additionally, this could also be viewed as a census because all skin cancer 

patients were asked about tanning booth use. 

d) This is a census because every fish was counted. Let’s hope they can find a better way to 

determine how many fish are in a lake next time!  
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Problem Set 4.1 

Exercises 

1) Lucas is writing an article about the baseball teams for the school paper. He collects data about 

each player’s position, batting average, number of at-bats, hits, stolen bases and whether each 

player is on the junior varsity or varsity team. Who are the individuals? Which variables are 

categorical? Which are numerical? 

2) Malia has been put in charge of analyzing the employees at her company. She collects information 

regarding annual salary, years with the company, highest degree earned, job title, yearly 

contribution toward 401K, number of children, home address and phone number.  Who are the 

individuals?  Which variables are categorical? Which are numerical? 

3) Determine whether each of the following variables is categorical, numerical, or neither. 

a) The heights of all of the volleyball players. 

b) The position played by all of the football players. 

c) The brand of mascara preferred by those surveyed. 

d) The numbers of texts sent per month. 

e) Each person’s social security number. 

f) Each person’s cell phone provider. 

4) The fourth graders at Sand Creek Elementary are doing a unit on weather. There is a thermometer 

on the building just outside the classroom window. The students will record and analyze the 

temperature at 8:00 a.m. and 2:00 p.m. every school day for 5 weeks, create a graph of data, and 

then write a report based on their findings. 

a) Identify the variable of interest, the instrument used, and the units. 

b) Comment on the validity, reliability, and potential bias for this study. 

5) The first graders at Sand Creek Elementary are doing a unit on measurement. Each student has 

traced her or his own foot and cut it out. Each student will use his or her ‘foot’ to measure various 

objects around the room and school. Some of the measurements they will make are height of 

themselves and at least two other friends, width of the classroom door, and length of a lunch table. 

a) The variables of interest are the lengths, widths and heights of various objects. Identify the 

instrument used, and the units. 

b) Comment on the validity, reliability, and potential bias for this study. 
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6) Determine whether each of the measurements described below would have a problem with 

validity, reliability, or bias. A measurement may have a problem in more than one area. For each 

problem you identify, suggest a better way to make the measurement. Your answers should be 

similar to those in Example #2. 

a) Johnny is driving a car with a speedometer that is totally unpredictable. 

b) Cholesterol levels are determined by each patient filling out a survey regarding their diet. 

c) Time is measured by using the clock on a cell phone. 

d) Grades in a Physics class are determined by students assessing themselves on a scale of  

1 to 10. 

e) Grades in a statistics class are determined by students’ scores on one cumulative test. 

f) Sobriety is determined by a breathalyzer that is calibrated to be too sensitive. 

7) Super Duper High School has a total of 143 teachers. Suppose that you are a researcher who is 

interested in studying Teacher Effectiveness at SDHS. You intend to evaluate the effectiveness of all 

of the teachers for your report. 

a) What type of data collection method is this? 

b) Suggest at least two valid variables that you might study. Include an instrument that could be 

used to measure your variables and state the units. 

c) Suggest at least two invalid variables that you might study. Include an instrument that could 

be used to measure your variables and state the units. 

8) For each of the following scenarios, determine whether the situation described is an experiment, 

observational study, census, or a sample survey. Explain how you know. 

a) The Super Spaz Energy drink company randomly selects 2% of the cans filled each day and 

tests them for volume, ingredient content, and taste. 

b) A government lobbyist analyzes the crime reports for the 4 counties in her community. 

c) New advertisements are generally tried out on focus groups before investing a lot of money to 

pay for airtime on national TV. 

d) Each student in Probability and Statistics will take the District Common Assessment as a final 

exam. 

e) A teenager decides to evaluate how serious her parents are about her curfew by coming 

home 15 minutes late just to see what happens. 

9) Pasquale’s Big and Tall Shop sold 127 suits during the first quarter of this year, and 17 were 

returned. Marco’s XXL Shop sold 268 suits during the same time period, and 27 were returned. 

a) What were the number of returns for each shop?  Which shop had a higher number of 

returns? 

b) What were the rates of returns for each shop? Which shop had a higher rate of returns? 

c) Which of these statistics gives a more clear representation of customer satisfaction? Explain. 
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10) Jolene makes $12.45 per hour at her job. Last year she made $10.85. What percent of a raise did 

Jolene receive? 

11) Michaela’s favorite shoes are normally $42.99. Today she found a sale in which they were marked 

down to $27.99. What percent discount is this? 

12) The number of incidents of hazing reported at Some Random High School was 84 during the  

2015-2016 school year. The following year there were 37 incidents of hazing reported at SRHS. 

What is the rate of change in reported hazing incidents between these two school years? Is it an 

increase or a decrease? (Assume that the population size of the school remained the same.) 

13) SRHS has had a huge problem getting students to class on time, so the administrators have 

implemented a new tardy policy. In an effort to determine whether or not it is working to deter 

students from being tardy to class, data has been collected and analyzed. The following table 

shows some of the data: 

School Year 2015-2016 2016-2017 % of change (+ or -) 

Total number of tardies 5186 4295  

Number of students with more than 10 tardies 175 59  

Number of students with more than 20 tardies 112 77  

a) Calculate the percent of change for each category and complete the table (round to the 

nearest tenth of a percent). 

b) Which category saw the most significant change? 

c) Based on these calculations, do you feel that the tardy policy is working? Explain your 

reasoning. 

Review Exercises 

14) Three 6-sided dice are rolled.   

a) What is the probability that the total is 4 or less? 

b) What is the probability that the total is greater than 4? 

15) How many three and four digit numbers are possible using the digits 3, 4, 5, and 6 if the number 

must be greater than 500 but less than 5000 and no digit may be repeated? 

16) How many three and four digit numbers are possible using the digits 3, 4, 5, and 6 if the number 

must be greater than 500 but less than 5000 and digits may be repeated? 

17) A game has prizes of $10, $5, and $2.  Suppose the chance of winning both the $2 prize and $5 

prize is 40% while the chance of winning the $10 prize is 20%.  What should this game cost to play if 

it is to be a fair game? 
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4.2 Sample Survey and Census 

Learning Objectives 

• Differentiate between population and sample 

• Understand the terminology of sampling methods 

• Identify various sampling methods 

• Recognize and name sources of bias or errors in sampling 

    

Population vs. Sample 

What is the approval rate of the President? If we really wanted 

to know the true approval rating of the president, we would 

have to ask every single adult in the United States her or his 

opinion. If a researcher wants to know the exact answer in 

regard to some question about a population, they would have to 

conduct a census. In a census, every individual in the population 

being studied is measured or surveyed. In this example our 

population, the entire group of individuals that we are 

interested in, is every adult in the United States of America. 

A census like this (asking the opinion of every single adult in the United States) would be impractical, if 

not impossible. First, it would be extremely expensive for the polling organization. They would need a 

large workforce to try and collect the opinions of every single adult in the United States. Once the data is 

collected, it would take many workers many hours to organize, interpret, and display this information. 

There are other practical problems that might arise. Some adults may be difficult to locate, some may 

refuse to answer the questions or not answer truthfully, some people may turn 18 before the results are 

published, others may pass away before the results are published, or an event may happen that changes 

peoples’ opinions drastically. Even if this all could be done within several months, it is highly likely that 

peoples’ opinions will have changed. By the time the results are published, they may already be 

obsolete. 

  

https://bit.ly/probstatsSection4-2a 

Individual versus Population 

https://bit.ly/probstatsSection4-2 
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Another reason why a census is not always practical is because a census has the potential to be 

destructive to the population being studied. For example, it would not be a good idea for a biologist to 

find the number of fish in a lake by draining the lake and counting them all. Also, many manufacturing 

companies test their products for quality control. A padlock manufacturer, for example, might use a 

machine to see how much force it can apply to the lock before it breaks. If they did this with every lock, 

they would have none to sell. In both of these examples it would make much more sense to simply test 

or check a sample of the fish or locks. The researchers hope that the sample that they select represents 

the entire population of fish or locks. 

This is why sampling is often used. Sampling refers to asking, 

testing, or checking a smaller sub-group of the population. A 

sample is a representative subset of the population, whereas 

the population is every single member of the group of interest. 

The purpose of a sample is to be able to generalize the findings 

to the entire population of interest. Rather than do an entire 

census, samples are generally more practical. Samples can be 

more convenient, efficient, and cost less in money, labor and 

time. 

A number that describes a sample is a statistic, while a number 

that describes an entire population is a parameter. Researchers 

are trying to approximate parameters based on statistics that 

they calculate from the data that they have collected from 

samples. However, results from samples cannot always be 

trusted.  

Example 1 

A poll was done to determine how much time the students at SDHS spend getting ready for school each 

morning. One question asked, “Do you spend more than 20 minutes styling your hair for school each 

morning?” Of the 263 students surveyed, 61 said that they spend more than 20 minutes styling their 

hair before school. Identify the population, the parameter, the sample, and the statistic for this specific 

question. 

Solution 

� Population (of interest): All students at SDHS 

� Parameter (of interest): The true proportion of students that spend more than 20 minutes styling 

their hair for school each morning. 

� Sample: The 263 SDHS students who were surveyed 

� Statistic: �̂ = 
��
��� = 0.2319 = 23.19%  

https://bit.ly/probstatsSection4-2b 

Census versus Sample 

https://bit.ly/probstatsSection4-2c 

Statistic versus Parameter 
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Randomization 

One common problem in sampling is that the sample chosen may not be representative of the entire 

population. In such cases, the statistics found from these samples will not accurately approximate the 

parameters that the researchers are seeking. Samples that do not represent the population are biased.  

If someone was interested in the average height of all male students at his or her high school, but 

somehow the sample of students measured included the majority of the varsity basketball team, the 

results would certainly be biased. In other words, the statistics that were calculated would most 

certainly overestimate the average height of male students at the school. Samples should be selected 

randomly in order to limit bias. Also, if only three students’ heights are measured, it is very possible that 

the average height of these three will not be close to the average height of all of the male students. The 

average of the heights of 40 randomly chosen male students would be more likely to result in a number 

that will match the average of the entire population than those of just three students. The average of 

larger sample sizes will have less variability, so small sample sizes should be avoided if possible. In other 

words, to decrease the amount of variability, one should increase the sample size. 

There are many ways to select a random sample. The way many raffles are conducted is that every ticket 

is put into a hat (or box), then they are shaken or stirred up, and finally someone reaches into the hat 

without looking and selects the winning ticket(s). Flipping a coin to decide which group someone 

belongs in is another way to choose randomly. Computers and calculators can be used to make random 

selections as well. The purpose of choosing randomly is to avoid any personal bias from influencing the 

selection process. Randomization will limit bias by mixing up any other factors that might be present. 

Think of the heights of those male students, if we assigned every male at that school a number and then 

had a computer program select 40 numbers at random, it is most likely that we would end up with a 

mixture of students of various heights (rather than a bunch of basketball players). A random selection 

will prevent someone from just measuring their friends’ heights, the first 40 males they see staying after 

school, or everyone in first lunch who is willing to participate. A computer program has no personal 

stake in the outcome and is not limited by its comfort level or laziness. 

If the goal of our sample is to truly estimate the population parameter, then some planning should be 

done as to how the sample will be selected. First of all, the list of the population should actually include 

every member of the population. This list of the population is called the sampling frame. For example, if 

the population is supposed to be all adults in a given city and someone is working from the phone book 

to make selections, then everyone who is unlisted and those who do not have a land line telephone will 

not have any chance of being selected. Therefore, this is not an accurate sampling frame. 

Good Sampling Methods 

Simple Random Sample 

When the selection of which individuals to sample is made randomly from one big list, it is called a 

simple random sample (or SRS). An example of this would be if a teacher put every single student’s 

name in a hat and then drew 5 names from the hat, without looking, to receive a piece of candy. In an 

SRS every single member of the population has an equal probability of being selected - every student 

has an equal chance of getting the candy. In an SRS, every combination of individuals also has an equal 

chance of being selected - any group of 5 students might end up getting candy. It might be all 5 girls, it 
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might be the 5 students who sit in the back row, or it might even end up being the 5 students who 

misbehave the most. Anything is possible with an SRS! 

Stratified Random Sample 

A simple random sample is not always the best choice though. Suppose you were interested in students’ 

opinions regarding the homecoming theme, and you wanted to make certain that you heard from 

students from all four grades. In such a case it would make more sense to have four separate lists 

(freshmen, sophomores, juniors and seniors), and then to randomly select 50 students from each list to 

participate in the survey. A selection done in this way is called a stratified random sample. A stratified 

random sample is when the population is divided into deliberate groups called strata first, and then 

individual SRS’s are selected from each of the strata. This is a great method when the researchers want 

to be sure to include data from specific groups. Divisions may be done by sex, age group, race, 

geographic location, income level, etc. (This is not true. Suppose there were only 50 freshmen and 500 

seniors.  The chance of any freshman getting selected would be 100% while only a 10% chance exists for 

each senior.) With stratified random samples, every member of the population has a chance of being 

selected, but not every combination of individuals is possible. 

Systematic Random Sample 

Another way to choose a sample is systematically. A systematic random sample makes the first 

selection randomly and then uses some type of ‘system’ to make the remaining selections. A system 

could be: every 15th customer will be given a survey, or every 30 minutes a quality control test will be 

run. A systematic random sample might start with a single list like an SRS, randomly choose one person 

from the list, and then every 25th person after that first person will also be selected. Systematic random 

samples still give every member of the population an equal chance of being chosen, but do not allow for 

all combinations of individuals. Some groups are impossible, such as a group including several people 

who are in order on the list. 

Multi-Stage Random Sample 

When seeking the opinions of a large population, such as all registered voters in the United States, a 

multi- stage random sample is often employed. A multi-stage random sample involves more than one 

stage of random selection and does not choose individuals until the last step. A pollster might start by 

randomly choosing 10 states from a list of the 50 states in the U.S.A. Then she might randomly choose 

10 counties in each of those states. And, finally she can randomly choose 50 registered voters from each 

of those counties to interview over the telephone. When she is done, she will have 10 x 10 x 50 = 5000 

individuals in her sample. This is another sampling method that gives individuals an equal chance of 

being chosen, but does not allow for all possible combinations of individuals. For example, there is no 

possible way that all 5000 of these voters will be from Texas. 

Random Cluster Sample 

Sometimes cluster samples are used to collect data. Splitting the population into representative 

clusters, and then randomly selecting some of those clusters, can be more practical than making only 

individual selections. In cluster sampling, a census is done on each cluster or group selected. When 

appropriately used, cluster sampling can be very useful and efficient. One should be careful that the 
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clusters are in fact selected randomly and that this method is the best choice. When a study of 

teenagers across the country is to be done, a random cluster method can be the best choice. An SRS of 

all teens would be nearly impossible. Imagine the reality of having a list that includes all teens! A multi-

stage random sample might be theoretically ideal, but the practicality of surveying one teenager from a 

high school in Little Rock, and one from another high school in Duluth, and so on would be quite a 

nightmare. The best choice might be to randomly select 10 metropolitan areas, 10 suburban areas, and 

10 urban areas from across the country. And then to randomly 

select one high school in each of these areas and then finally to 

randomly select 4 second hour classes from each of those high 

schools. Then survey the entire classes selected (clusters). This 

would be a combination of multi-stage random selection and 

cluster sampling. Another use for random cluster sampling is 

quality control at a popcorn factory. If every hour, a bucket of 

popcorn is scooped out, the entire bucket of popcorn can be 

checked for salt content, appearance, number of kernels not 

popped, number of kernels not burnt, etc. This is an example of a 

systematic random cluster sample, the system being ‘every hour’ 

a sample is taken, and the clusters being each bucket of popcorn. 

Bad Sampling Methods 

Voluntary Response Sample 

Beware of call in surveys, and online surveys! Suppose that a 

radio hosts on KDWB says something like, “Do you think texting 

while driving should be legalized? Call in and have your opinion 

heard!” It is highly likely that many people will call in and vote 

“Yes!” However, the people who do take the time to call will not 

represent the entire population of the Twin Cities and so the results cannot possibly be trusted to be 

equal to what all members of the population think. The ‘statistic’ that this ‘survey’ calculates will be 

biased. The only people who will take the time to call in are those who feel strongly that texting while 

driving should be legal (or illegal). Such a sampling method is called a voluntary response sample. In 

voluntary response samples, participants get to choose whether or not to participate in the survey. 

Online, text-in, call-in, mail-in, and surveys that are handed out to people with an announcement of 

where to turn them in when completed, are all examples of voluntary response surveys. Voluntary 

response samples are almost always biased because they result in no response whatsoever from most 

people who are invited to complete the survey. As a result, most opinions are never even heard, except 

for those who have really strong opinions for or against the topic in question. Also, those who have 

strong opinions can call or text multiple times. A new problem that comes with the Internet is that many 

companies are offering to pay people to complete surveys, which makes any results questionable. For 

these reasons, the results of voluntary response samples are always suspect because of the potential for 

bias. 

  

https://bit.ly/probstatsSection4-2d 

Bad Sampling 
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Convenience Sample 

Another commonly used but dangerous method for choosing a sample is to use a convenience sample. A 

convenience sample just asks those individuals who are easy to ask or who are conveniently located by 

the pollster. The big problem here is that the sample is unlikely to be representative of the entire 

population. The fact that this group was convenient implies that they most likely have at least 

something in common. This will almost always result in biased results. An interviewer at the mall only 

asks people who shop at the mall, and only at some given time of day. As a result, many people in the 

community will never have the opportunity to be interviewed. When the population of interest is only 

mall-shoppers, we will have a result that will be somewhat better than when the population of interest 

is community members. Even then, the interviewers choose whom to go up to and the interviewees can 

easily refuse to participate. 

With both of these bad sampling methods, the word random is nowhere to be found. That lack of 

randomness should serve as a big hint that some type of bias will likely be present. The scary thing is 

that most of the results we see published in the media are the results of convenience samples and 

voluntary response samples. One should always ask questions about where and how the data was 

collected before believing the reported statistics. 

Example 2 

Suppose that a survey is to be conducted at the new Viking’s Stadium. A five question survey is 

developed. The population of interest is all of the 31,045 fans present that day. The sample size will be 

2,500 randomly selected fans. Identify specifically the sampling method that is being proposed in each 

scenario. Also, comment on any potential problem or bias that will likely occur. 

a) The first 2,500 fans to arrive are asked five questions.  

b) Fifty sections are randomly selected. Then ten rows are randomly selected from each of those 

sections. Then five seats are randomly selected from each of those rows. The people in these seats 

are interviewed in person during the game. 

c) A computer program selects 2,500 seat numbers randomly from a list of all seats occupied that day. 

The people in these seats are interviewed in person during the game. 

d) 2,500 seats are randomly selected. The surveys are taped to those 2,500 seats with instructions as 

to where to return the completed surveys. 

e) The number 8 was randomly selected earlier. The 8th person through any gate is asked five 

questions. Then, every 12th person after that is also asked the same five questions. 

f) The seats are divided into 25 sections based on price and view. A computer program randomly 

selects 100 seats from each of these sections. The people in these seats are interviewed in person 

during the game. 
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Solution 

a) This is a convenience sample. It will not represent everyone present that day. This will suffer 

from bias because all of these people have at least one thing in common-they arrived early. 

b) This is a multi-stage random sample. It will probably represent the entire population. As long 

as the people are in their seats and willing to answer the questions honestly, it could be a 

good plan. 

c) This is a simple random sample. It will probably represent the entire population. As long as the 

people are in their seats and willing to answer the questions honestly, it could be a good plan. 

d) This is a voluntary response sample. It is very likely that most of those surveys will end up on 

the ground or in the garbage. This will likely suffer from many people not responding. It is also 

probable that anyone who had an extremely negative experience will be more likely to 

complete their surveys. 

e) This is a systematic random sample. It will probably represent the entire population. As long 

as the people are willing to answer the questions honestly, it could be a good plan. 

f) This is a stratified random sample. It will probably represent the entire population. As long as 

the people are in their seats and willing to answer the questions honestly, it could be a good 

plan. 

Errors in Sampling 

Sampling Errors 

Some errors have to do with the way in which the sample was chosen. The most obvious is that many 

reports result from a bad sampling method. Convenience samples and voluntary response samples are 

used often and the results are displayed in the media constantly. We have seen that both of these 

methods for choosing a sample are prone to bias. Another potential problem is when results are based 

on too small of a sample. If a statistic reports that 80% of doctors surveyed say something, but only five 

doctors were even surveyed this does not give us a good idea of what all doctors would say. 

Another common mistake in sampling is to leave an entire group (or groups) out of the sample. This is 

called undercoverage. Suppose a survey is to be conducted at your school to find out what types of 

music to play at the next school dance. The dance committee develops a quick questionnaire and 

distributes it to 12 randomly selected 5th period classes. However, what if they did this on a day when 

the football teams and cheerleaders had all left early to go to an ‘out of town’ game. The results of the 

dance committee’s survey will suffer from undercoverage, and will therefore not represent the entire 

population of your school. 

There is also the fact that each sample, randomly selected or not, will result in a different group of 

individuals. Thus, each sample will end up with slightly different statistics. This expected variation is 

called random sampling error and is fairly small from sample to sample. However, every now and then 

the sample selected can be a ‘fluke’ and just simply not represent the entire population. A randomly 

selected sample might accidentally end up with way too many males for example. A survey to determine 

the average GPA of students at your school might accidentally include mostly honors students. There is 

no way to avoid random sampling error. This is one reason that many important surveys are repeated 

with a new sample. The odds of getting such a ‘fluke’ group more than once are very low. 
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Non Sampling Errors 

One of the biggest problems in polling is that most people just don’t want to bother taking the time to 

respond to a poll of any kind. They hang up on a telephone survey, put a mail-in survey in the recycling 

bin, or walk quickly past an interviewer on the street. Even when the researchers take the time to use an 

appropriate and well-planned sampling method, many of the surveys are not completed. This is called 

non-response and is a source of bias. We just don’t know how much the beliefs and opinions of those 

who did complete the survey actually reflect those of the general population, and, therefore, almost all 

surveys could be prone to non-response bias. When determining how much merit to give to the results 

of a survey, it is also important to look for the response rate ��	
��	��	���
�����	�	
��	�����. 

The wording of the questions can also be a problem. The way a question is worded can influence the 

responses of those people being asked. For example, asking a question with only two answer choices 

forces a person to choose one of them, even if neither choice describes his or her true belief. When you 

ask people to choose between two options, the order in which you list the choices may also influence 

their response. Also, it is possible to ask questions in leading ways that influence the responses. A 

question can be asked in different ways which may appear to be asking the same thing, but actually lead 

individuals with the same basic opinions to respond differently. 

Consider the following two questions about gun control. 

‘‘Do you believe that it is reasonable for the government to impose some limits on purchases of 

certain types of weapons in an effort to reduce gun violence in urban areas?” 

‘‘Do you believe that it is reasonable for the government to infringe on an individual’s 

constitutional right to bear arms?” 

The first question will result in a higher rate of agreement because of the wording ‘some limits’ as 

opposed to ‘infringe’. Also, ‘an effort to reduce gun violence’ rather than ‘infringe on an individual’s 

constitutional right’ will bring more agreement. Thus, even though the questions are intended to 

research the same topic, the second question will render a higher rate of people saying that they 

disagree. Any person who has strong beliefs either for or against government regulation of gun 

ownership will most likely answer both questions the same way. However, individuals with a more 

tempered, middle position on the issue might believe in an individual’s right to own a gun under some 

circumstances, while still feeling that there is a need for regulation. These individuals would most likely 

answer these two questions differently. 

You can see how easy it would be to manipulate the wording of a question to obtain a certain response 

to a poll question. This type of bias may be done intentionally in an effort to sway the results.  But it is 

not necessarily always a deliberate action. Sometimes a question is poorly worded, confusing, or just 

plain hard to understand, and this will still lead to non-representative results. Another issue to consider 

when critiquing the results of a survey is to know who paid for or who is reporting the results. Do the 

sponsors of this survey have an agenda they are trying to push through? 
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A major problem with surveys is that you can never be sure that the person is actually responding 

truthfully. When an individual responds to a survey with an incorrect or untruthful answer, response 

bias can occur. This can occur when asking questions about extremely sensitive, controversial or 

personal issues. Some responses are actual lies, but it is also common for people just to not remember 

correctly. Also, sometimes someone who is completing a survey or answering interview questions will 

‘mess with the data’ by lying or making up ridiculous answers. 

Response bias is also common when asking people to remember what they watched on TV last week, or 

how often they ate at a restaurant last month, or anything from the past. Someone may have the best 

intentions as they complete the questionnaire, but it is very easy to forget what you did last week, last 

month, or even yesterday. Also, people are often hurrying through survey questions, which can lead to 

incorrect responses. The results on questions regarding the past should be viewed with caution. 

It is difficult to know whether or not response bias is present. We 

can look at how questions were worded, how they were asked, 

and who asked them. For example, person-to-person interviews on 

controversial topics carry a definite potential for response bias. It is 

sometimes helpful to see the actual questionnaire that the 

subjects were asked to complete when considering how much 

weight to give the reported results.  

There are sometimes mistakes in calculations or typos present in 

results. These are called processing errors (or human errors). For example, it is not uncommon for 

someone to enter a number incorrectly when working with large amounts of data, or to misplace a 

decimal point. These types of mistakes happen frequently in life, and are not always caught by those 

responsible for editing. If a reported statistic just doesn’t seem right, then it is a good idea to recheck 

calculations when possible. Also, if the numbers appear to be ‘too good to be true’, then they just might 

be! 

Example 3 

The department of health often studies the use of tobacco among teens. The following is a description 

by the Minnesota Department of Health describing how they chose the sample for the 2008 Minnesota 

Youth Tobacco and Asthma Survey. In 2008, they had 2,267 high school students complete surveys and 

2,322 middle school students complete surveys. Each student in the sample completed an extensive 

questionnaire consisting of many questions related to tobacco use. Answer the questions that follow. To 

see the entire report go to: http://www.health.state.mn.us/divs/hpcd/tpc/ 

 

https://bit.ly/probstatsSection4-2e 

Different Responses 
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a) Which types of sampling methods were used 

for this study? 

b) Identify the population, the parameter of 

interest, the sample, and the individuals for 

this study. 

c) When asking teens about tobacco use, what 

types or causes of bias will likely be present? 

What could be done to limit these biases? 

d) This graph to the right shows how the 

percent of teens using tobacco has changed 

from 2000 to 2008. Identify specifically the 

statistics that were found for this question in 

2008. 

Solution 

a) This study used a complicated combination of sampling methods. They used a stratified, multi-

stage, random cluster sample method to select individuals. It was a stratified random sample 

(by high school and middle school), it was a multi-stage random sample (first random schools 

were selected, second random classes were selected), and it was a cluster sample (every 

student in each class was given the survey). 

b) Population (of interest):  All middle and high school students in Minnesota  

Parameter (of interest):  The true rate of teen tobacco use  

Sample:  2267 high school, and 2322 middle school students in Minnesota from 48 public 

middle schools and 51 public high schools in Minnesota  

Individuals:  each student who completed a survey 

c) Response bias:  Tobacco use is not legal for people under 18, so teens will not want to tell the 

truth if they think they may get in trouble. 

Non-response bias:  Some people were absent the day survey was given. 

Undercoverage:  Only public school students were included, so those who attend private 

schools were left out. 

Wording of the questions:  This could be a problem, but we do not know the exact wording so 

cannot be sure. 

To avoid the response bias factor, surveys regarding controversial topics should all be 

anonymous. If you read further into this report, you will see that the students were 

assured all results would be anonymous (no names or ID numbers included). 

To avoid the non-response bias factor, students who were absent could be given the survey 

when they returned to school. 

To avoid the undercoverage of private school students, private schools could be included in 

the sample. 

d) In 2008, 27.0% of the high school students asked and 6.9% of the middle school students 

asked had used tobacco in the last 30 days. 
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Problem Set 4.2 

Exercises 

1) For each of the following, determine whether the bold number is a parameter or a statistic. (Hint: 

Remember that a parameter is a value that represents an entire population and a statistic is a value 

that represents a sample.) 

a) The average height of all oak trees is 42.3 feet. 

b) Ms. Anderson’s class average on the final exam was 71.4%. 

c) The average number of songs that the students surveyed had on their iPhone was 791 songs. 

d) iTunes reports that the average number of songs people have on their iPhone is 503 songs. 

e) The sticker on the Super Speedster Sport Sedan says 17.82 mpg. 

f) Martin had to keep track of how much time he spent watching TV for a whole week. He found 

that last week he averaged 3.4 hours of TV per day. 

2) Minnesota’s Best High School found that last year they did not have enough seats or room for all of 

the family members who wished to attend the graduation ceremony. The administrators at MBHS 

need to decide where to hold the graduation ceremony this year, so they sent a questionnaire 

home with each of this year’s 543 seniors early in September. They asked for the surveys to be 

completed and returned by September 27th. Of the 148 surveys returned, the average number of 

seats that will be needed is 6.2. To be safe, the administrators use 7 and determine that they will 

need a hall that can hold 3800 people (543 students X 7 seats = 3801 seats needed). Using this 

number they find an appropriately sized hall and reserve it. Identify each of the following as 

specifically as possible. 

a) Population (of interest) 

b) Parameter (of interest) 

c) Sample 

d) Statistic 

e) Sampling method that was used? 

f) What is the response rate (the percent of surveys returned)? 

g) What is wrong with what these administrators have done? What type of bias or error is likely 

present? 

h) Will the statistic most likely by too high or too low? What is a likely consequence of this biased 

result? 
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3) Suppose that a survey is to be conducted at Minnesota’s Best High School. Population of interest: 

2640 MBHS students. Sample size: 240 MBHS students. Identify specifically the sampling method 

that is being proposed in each scenario. Also, comment on any potential problem or bias that will 

likely occur. 

a) Every freshman’s name is put on a slip of paper and put into a giant bucket. Sixty names are 

pulled out of the hat. This process is repeated for each grade level. 

b) A list of all students is obtained from the counselors. Julie randomly selects a number 

between 1 and 2640 and then finds the student that matches this number on the list. She then 

selects every eleventh person on the list after that one (cycling back to the beginning of the 

list) until 240 names are chosen. 

c) Surveys are handed out with lunches. Students are asked to complete them and turn them in 

on a table in the front of the cafeteria. 

d) A computer randomly selects 240 names from the entire list of students in the school 

database. 

e) Twelve teachers are randomly selected. Two of each of their classes are then randomly 

selected. Ten students from each of these classes are then selected. 

f) Three teachers, Mr. Niceguy, Mr. Greatguy, and Mr. Happyguy, each volunteer to survey the 

students in all of their classes. 

4) Consider each of the following situations: 

 

a) What is the name of the type of bias in the cartoon? 

b) As the 2010 Census was being conducted, many people did not return their forms. What type 

of bias is this? 

c) What type of bias would most likely be present if high school students are interviewed about 

their drinking and drug use habits? Would the statistics most likely over- or under-estimate 

the true parameters? 

d) What is the type of sampling error that we expect to happen, but cannot do about? 

e) When calculating the statistics from a survey, a typo is made. What type of error is this? 

f) A radio talk show host asks, “Do you think that the driving age should be changed to 18?” 

What type of bias will most likely be present? Why is this? 

g) A survey is conducted by door-to-door interviews and the interviewers skip a few 

neighborhoods that ‘make them nervous’. What type of bias is this called? 

h) If an interviewer asks each person, “Do you prefer Pizza Ickarooni, or the delicious fresh 

flavors of Pizza Delicioso?”, what type of bias will likely be present? 
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Review Exercises 

5) One die is rolled. What is the chance that a number greater than four or an even number is 

showing? 

6) One die is rolled. What is the chance that a number greater than four and an even number is 

showing? 

7) Two dice are rolled.  What is the probability that the sum of the number of dots showing is nine or 

greater? 

8) If three dice are rolled, what is the probability of getting three of a kind (all 3 dice show the same 

number of dots)?
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4.3 Random Selection 

Learning Objectives 

• Obtain a random sample using a random digit table 

• Describe the process followed to obtain an SRS 

• Outline an appropriate sampling method 

Random Selection 

We have discussed that it is important to choose samples randomly in order to reduce bias, but we 

haven’t discussed how to actually carry out the process. There are many ways to make random 

selections. A common way to choose things at random is to use a ‘big hat’, or box, or bowl, etc. For 

example, suppose that a teacher wanted to randomly select 5 students every day, from a class of 34 

students, to hand in their homework to be graded. Each day she has all of the students’ names in a big 

fish bowl. She will mix the names up and select 5 names. These students will turn their homework 

papers in right then, and the other students will not need to turn in their homework. The five selected 

names will be put back in the fishbowl so they may be selected again tomorrow. This is an example of an 

SRS of size 5 of this class. Every student has an equal probability (5/34 or 14.7% chance) of being 

required to turn in his or her homework on any given day and any combination of five students may be 

chosen. One student may end up turning in her assignment several days in a row, while another student 

may never need to turn hers in all year long. The idea of a ‘big hat’ is a good method for random 

selection when working with small populations, but it is not always practical.  

Random selections can be made by flipping coins, rolling dice, or spinning a spinner. These days, most 

random selections can be done using technology such as a computer program or a random number 

generator on a graphing calculator. Another way that random selections are made in statistics is by 

using a random digit table. A random digit table is a long list of randomly generated digits from 0 to 9. 

The digits are listed in groups of five simply to make it easier to read and not lose your place. Imagine 

that someone has a ten-sided die with each digit from 0 to 9 

marked on a side. They sit down, roll the die and write down the 

digit that appears, then they roll it again and write down the 

next digit that appears, then they do this again and again. As you 

can imagine, this would take quite a while, but would result in a 

long list of random digits. This is basically what a random digit 

table is. There is a random digit table in Appendix A for you to 

use. 

How to Use a Table of Random Digits 

There is a process to follow when using a random digit table to make your selection. You need to report 

your process with enough detail so that if someone else were to follow your steps, they would end up 

with the exact same randomly selected numbers. The purpose of this is to prove, if needed, that your 

selection process was truly random so that no one can accuse you otherwise. The following example 

illustrates the steps you will need to follow (and explain) when using a random digit table to make your 

random selection. The random digit table can be found in Appendix A. 

https://bit.ly/probstatsSection4-3 

https://bit.ly/probstatsSection4-3a 

SRS and Random Digits 
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Example 1 

Five boxes, each containing 24 cartons of strawberries, are delivered in a shipment to a grocery store. 

The produce manager always selects a few cartons randomly to inspect. He knows better than to just 

look at some of the cartons on the top or only in one box, because sometimes the rotten ones are on 

the bottom. Today he wishes to select a total of 6 cartons to inspect. He has the boxes arranged in order 

and has a set way to count the cartons inside each box. Explain the process used to make the random 

selection using a random digit table. 

Solution 

Step 1:  Assign numbers to the list (must all be an equal number of digits long) 

Since he has 120 cartons total, he will assign the numbers 001 to 120 to represent the 

cartons in order. 

Step 2:  Choose a starting line on the random digit table. If the problem states a line to start 

at, use that line. Otherwise, pick any line you want and record the line number. If you 

run out of digits, simply move to the next line down. 

He will use line 119 to make the selections. 

Step 3:  Decide how many digits to look at each time. The number of digits in your largest 

number is required. 

He will need to look at 3-digit numbers every time. 

Step 4:  Decide if any numbers will need to be ignored and whether or not repeats will be 

allowed. 

He will not want to inspect the same carton twice, so he will ignore any repeats. And, 

any numbers above 120 will not apply in this case, so he will ignore numbers 121-999 

and 000. 

Step 5:  State when to stop. 

He will stop once six numbers are selected. He will then find the cartons that the 

numbers represent and inspect those cartons. 

Step 6:  Report the numbers that were selected. When given a specific list, go back and 

determine which specific individuals have been selected. 

Here is a part of the random digit table so that you can see how the selection was made. 

Note that dividers have been placed between each group of 3-digits for this example. 

When we reach the end of a line, we simply continue on the following line. 

As you can see, the strawberries in cartons numbered 042, 119, 025, 052, 087, and 072 

will be inspected.  The entire delivery will be accepted or rejected based on this random 

sample of 6 cartons. 

Line # random digits in groups of five: selection: 

Line 119 958|57 0|711|8 87|664| 920|99 5|880|6 66|979| 986|24 8|482|6 No values fit the range 

Line 120 35|476| 559|72 3|942|1 65|850| 042|66 3|543|5 43|742| 119|37 #042    and    #119 

Line 121 7|148|7 09|984| 290|77 1|486|3 61|683| 470|52 6|222|4 51|025| #025 

Line 122 138|73 8|159|8 95|052| 909|08      7|359|2 75|186| 871|36 9|576|1 #052    and    #087 

Line 123 54|580| 815|07       2|7102 56027 55892 33063 41842 81868 #072  That is six, so we stop 
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Example 2 

Five of the employees at the Stellar Boutique are going to be 

selected to go to a training seminar in Las Vegas for four days. 

Everyone wants to go of course, so the owner has decided to 

make the selection randomly. She has decided to send two 

managers and three sales representatives. The employees’ 

names are listed in the tables below. 

a) What type of sampling method is this? 

b) Explain the process she can follow to use a random digit table, starting at line #108, to select the 

employees who will get to go to the training. Select the managers first, then select the sales 

representatives. 

 
Solution 

a) This is a stratified random sample. 

b) For the managers: 

� Assign numbers to the list 1 to 8 

� Use random digit table, starting at line #108 

� Look at one digit at a time 

� Ignore 9, 0, and any repeats 

� Stop when two have been selected 

� State the names 

So, Rosie (#6) and Gigi (#4) will be the managers who get to go to Las Vegas. 

For the sales representatives: 

� Assign numbers to the list 01-21 

� Use random digit table, starting on 

the next line, #109 

� Look at two digits at a time 

� Ignore 22-99, 00, and any repeats 

� Stop when three have been selected 

� State the names 

So, Ray Anne (#15), Sandy (#16), and Tawanda (#19) will be the sales representatives who get 

to go to Las Vegas.  

Line # random digits in groups of five: selection: 

Line 108 6|0|9|4|0 72024 17868 24943 61790 90656 87964 18883 #6   and   #4 

Line # random digits in groups of five: selection: 

Line 109 36|00|9 1|93|65 15|41|2 3|96|38| 85|45|3 4|68|16| 83|48|5 4|19|79 #15, #16, #19 

https://bit.ly/probstatsSection4-3b 

Strata and Random Digits 
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Problem Set 4.3 

Exercises 

Use the table of random digits in Appendix A to complete each problem. 

1) The manager at Big-N-Nummy-Burger wishes to know his employees’ opinions regarding the work 

environment. He has 56 employees and plans to select 12 employees at random to complete a 

survey. 

a) Explain the process he can follow to use a random digit table, starting at line 108, to select an 

SRS of size 12. 

b) Which employees’ numbers were selected? 

2) Use a random digit table to select an SRS of five of the fifty U.S. States. Explain your process 

thoroughly and report the five states that you chose. Repeat this a second time, but begin on a 

different line on the random digit table. Compare your lists to another classmate’s lists. Did you 

end up with any of the same states in your samples? 

Table 4.1: 

Alabama  

California  

Florida  

Illinois  

Kentucky 

Massachusetts  

Missouri 

Alaska  

Colorado  

Georgia  

Indiana  

Louisiana  

Michigan  

Montana 

Arizona  

Connecticut  

Hawaii 

Iowa  

Maine  

Minnesota  

Nebraska 

Arkansas  

Delaware  

Idaho  

Kansas  

Maryland  

Mississippi  

Nevada 

New Hampshire  

North Carolina  

Oregon 

South Dakota  

Vermont  

Wisconsin 

New Jersey  

North Dakota  

Pennsylvania  

Tennessee  

Virginia  

Wyoming 

New Mexico  

Ohio 

Rhode Island  

Texas  

Washington 

New York  

Oklahoma  

South Carolina  

Utah 

West Virginia 
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3) Washington High School has had some 

recent problems with students using 

steroids. The district decides that it will 

randomly test student athletes for 

steroids and other drugs. The boy’s 

hockey team is to be tested. There are 13 

players on the varsity team and 21 

players on the junior varsity team. Use a 

table of random digits starting at line 122 

to choose a stratified random sample of 3 

varsity players and 5 junior varsity players 

to be tested. Remember to clearly 

describe your process. 

Varsity Team Roster (by last name):  Junior Varsity Team Roster (by last name): 

Alexander Nix  Andersen Manzel 

Baker Radamacher  Anderson Peterson 

Brooks Ritchie  Baker Randal A. 

Finch Smithe  Christian Randal J 

Gustaf Thomas  Donovan Reeder 

Linder West  Greene Rice 

Mullen   Hansen Sams 

   James Sentel 

   Klein Thorne 

   Linder West 

   Lutz  

  

 

Review Exercises 

4) Sketch a Venn Diagram that shows two events that are mutually exclusive. 

5) Suppose that a survey was conducted at SRHS and it found that 86% of students have their own cell 

phones, and that 64% of students have their own Twitter account. Furthermore, 9% of the students 

at SRHS say that they have neither one of these. 

a) Construct and label a Venn Diagram that fits this scenario. 

b) What is the probability that a randomly selected student has both a cell phone and a Twitter 

account? 

c) What is the probability that a randomly selected student has either a cell phone or a Twitter 

account? 
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4.4 Statistical Conclusions 

 

Learning Objectives 

• Understand when valid statistical conclusions can be 

made. 

• Calculate an estimated margin of error and 95% 

confidence interval 

• Make confidence statements 

Statistical Conclusions 

Remember that when you collect information from every 

individual in a population, it is called a census. In doing a census, 

we can be certain that the numbers we have calculated really do 

represent the entire population. But, because a census is often 

impractical, we generally take a representative sample of the 

population and use that sample to try to make conclusions 

about the entire population. The downside to sampling is that 

we can never be 100% sure that we have captured the truth 

about the entire population. 

For example, imagine taking a random sample of 100 individuals from a large population. Put those back 

and choose another sample of 100 individuals, repeating many times. Each of these samples of size 100 

will include a different combination of 100 members of the population. Thus, each sample will result in 

different statistics. This natural difference between various samples is an expected random sampling 

error. To take this into account, researchers generally report their findings with a margin of error or to 

be within a certain range of possible values. This range is called a confidence interval. For example the 

President’s approval rating might be reported as, “The approval rating for the President is 43.2%, with a 

margin of error of ±3%.” Which could also be reported as, “The approval rating for the President is 

between 40.2% and 46.2%.” 

Using a statistic to make a conclusion about a population is called statistical inference. This course is an 

introductory course, so we will only briefly touch on this idea. In a future statistics class, you will learn 

much more about statistical inference and calculations. It is important to note that statistical 

conclusions are meaningless when poor sampling techniques have been used. If the data was collected 

from a voluntary response sample, or you had a low response rate, or an incomplete sampling frame 

was used, then don’t waste your time performing inference on your statistics. Random sampling error is 

the only type of error or bias that the margin of error accounts for.  

https://bit.ly/probstatsSection4-4 

https://bit.ly/probstatsSection4-4a 

Census Sample and MOE 
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95% Confidence Intervals 

Once a statistic is calculated for a sample, it is used as an estimate for what the actual parameter might 

be. We do not know whether our statistic is close to the population parameter, or if it is too high, or if it 

is too low, so we build our interval around the statistic. We add the margin of error to, and subtract the 

margin of error from, our statistic. We then report this range of values as our confidence interval which 

is the interval within which we are fairly confident that the true parameter must be. In a more formal 

course you will learn how to calculate the margin of error more precisely, and for various levels of 

confidence (such as 90% or 99% etc.). In this course we will use a simple formula that estimates the 

margin of error for a 95% confidence interval. We will also make a 95% confidence statement, which 

explains our conclusion regarding the population parameter in context. The formulas for an estimated 

95% margin of error and confidence interval for a proportion are: 

 

�̂ (p-hat) is the symbol for the proportion of a sample that has a certain characteristic. 

*Note: In order to make a smaller margin of error, and therefore a more narrow confidence interval, one 

must increase the size of the sample.  

Once you have found the range of numbers for your confidence interval, you are going to state your 

conclusion in context. Such a statement is called a confidence statement. The confidence interval refers 

to the population - not the sample. We are 100% certain of our sample statistic. It is the population 

parameter that we are estimating. To write a confidence statement, use the following template: 

“We are 95% confident that the true proportion of __(parameter of interest)          will be between 

      (low value of CI)      and     (high value of CI)__ .” 

 

 

  

https://bit.ly/probstatsSection4-4b 

MOE and CI 
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Example 1 

A random sample of 125 union members was conducted to see whether or not the union members 

would support a strike. Sixty-four of those surveyed said that they would support a strike unless safety 

conditions were improved. Identify the… 

a) Population (of interest) 

b) Parameter (of interest) 

c) Sample 

d) Statistic 

e) Estimated margin of error 

f) Estimated 95% confidence interval 

g) Confidence statement 

Solution 

a) Population (of interest): All members of this union 

b) Parameter of (interest): The true percent of all the union members who would support a 

strike 

c) Sample: The 125 union members who were surveyed 

d) Statistic: (p-hat) p� = ��
��� = 0.512 

e) Margin of Error: m.e.± �
√��� = ±0.0894 

f) 95% Confidence Interval: 0.512 + 0.0894 = 0.6014 and 0.512 - 0.0894 = 0.4226 

[0.4226 to 0.6014] or [42.26% to 60.14%] 

g) Confidence Statement: “We are 95% confident that the true proportion of union members 

who would support a strike is between 42.26% and 60.14%” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  https://bit.ly/probstatsSection4-4c 

MOE and CI 

https://bit.ly/probstatsSection4-4d 

MOE and CI 
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Problem Set 4.4 

Exercises 

1) A survey was done to determine the texting habits of MBHS students. An SRS of 270 students was 

asked several questions related to texting and cell phone usage. Of particular interest to the 

researchers was the proportion of students who text while in class. Of those surveyed, 178 said 

that they text during class at least ten times per week. Identify each of the following as specifically 

as possible: 

a) Population (of interest) 

b) Parameter (of interest) 

c) Sample 

d) Statistic 

e) Margin of Error 

f) 95% Confidence Interval 

g) Confidence Statement 

h) Do you personally feel that this is too high or too low of an estimate of the proportion of 

teens at your high school who text during class? 

2) To predict the outcome of an upcoming Mayoral election, a random sample of 814 voters was 

selected. These people were asked several questions regarding the election. One question asked 

whether they were”...leaning Republican, Democratic, Independent, or other/undecided?” Based 

on this question, 38.2% of respondents said that they were “leaning Democratic...”. Identify each of 

the following as specifically as possible: 

a) Population (of interest) 

b) Parameter (of interest) 

c) Sample 

d) Statistic 

e) Margin of Error 

f) 95% Confidence Interval 

g) Confidence Statement 

3) In the same survey as problem 2), 42.3% said that they were “…leaning Republican...”. 

a) Calculate an estimated 95% confidence interval 

b) Is this enough evidence to “call” the election in favor of the Republicans? Why or why not? 

(Hint: Compare your results from 2f and 3a.) 
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4) The quality control officer at Spaz Cola uses a systematic random sampling method to select cans of 

Spaz Cola to determine whether the machines are maintaining the correct recipe. Among the 480 

cans analyzed today, 43 cans contained less sugar than the Spaz recipe requires! Identify each of 

the following as specifically as possible: 

a) Population (of interest) 

b) Parameter (of interest) 

c) Sample 

d) Statistic 

e) Margin of Error 

f) 95% Confidence Interval 

g) Confidence Statement 

h) Do you think that the company should be concerned? Why or why not? 

Review Exercises 

5) Marcus got 18 points correct out of 42 possible points on his science test. On his history test, 

Marcus got 31 points out of 55 possible points. On which test did Marcus do better? Explain or 

show how you know. 

6) Lydia got 15 points correct out of 23 possible on her probability quiz. She then earned 37 points of 

the 48 possible points on her probability test. On which of these assessments did Lydia do better? 

Explain or show how you know. 

7) The figure below is a dartboard. Suppose that a dart is thrown at it randomly. What is the 

probability that the dart will land on the shaded area? 

 

8) Sketch two different “dart boards” such that the probability of hitting the shaded is equal to  

one-third. 
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4.5 Experiments and Observational Studies 
 

Learning Objectives 

• Know the terminology of basic experimental design 

• Identify the elements of an experiment 

• Distinguish between observational studies and 

experiments 

• Outline experiments 

• Understand the effects of lurking variables 

Observational Studies and Experiments 

When researchers collect data about subjects without imposing any type of treatment, they are doing 

an observational study. Many conclusions have been based on observational studies. The discovery that 

smoking can cause lung cancer was initially theorized based on observational studies. Many consumers 

of cigarettes and tobacco companies questioned the validity of such studies, suggesting that it could 

have been some other variables that caused the cancers, not the cigarettes. Retrospective studies, 

based on past history of lung cancer patients showed that a high proportion of them were smokers. This 

did not convince those who either enjoyed smoking, or were making money off of tobacco. They 

claimed there could be some lurking variables to blame. Lurking variables are extra variables that were 

not taken into account, but may actually be the cause. Prospective studies, following people in the 

future, were undertaken in an effort to see whether or not there was a link between cigarette smoking 

and lung cancer. The statistics were still called into question because statisticians know that the only 

way to truly show causation is through a controlled experiment. 

An experiment imposes some ‘treatment’ on the subjects. A controlled experiment involves having 

more than one treatment group, where the only variable that is different between the groups is the 

treatment being tested. Additionally, subjects will need to be assigned at random to the various 

treatment groups to control for lurking variables. With regard to cigarettes and lung cancer, researchers 

would need to find a group of non-smokers and randomly divide them into two groups. The 

randomization will divide up lurking variables that the researchers cannot control for. Also, there needs 

to be a fairly large number of subjects in each group so that the results do not appear to be some kind of 

a fluke. The researchers would then need to force one group to smoke cigarettes, while making sure 

that those in the control group did not smoke. This would go on for several years and both groups would 

need to be checked for lung cancer regularly. Clearly, there is no ethical way to do such an experiment. 

We cannot force people to do something that we suspect may cause cancer! Scientists were able to 

experiment on rats to see whether or not cigarettes caused cancer, and it did. Eventually, the 

compilation of all of these studies convinced everyone that smoking does cause cancer. 

  

https://bit.ly/probstatsSection4-5 
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The Three Elements of Good Experimental Design 

[1] Randomization–Subjects must be randomly 

assigned to treatment groups in an effort to divide 

up any lurking variables. 

[2] Control–There should be a control group. This is a 

group that does not receive the same treatment as 

the group receiving the treatment being tested. 

Having more than one treatment group, where the 

only difference is the treatment being tested, 

allows for comparisons to be made. The intention is 

to limit lurking variables. 

[3] Replication–There should be a large enough 

number of subjects so it seems reasonable that the 

results simply didn’t happen by chance. Also, the experiment should be able to be replicated on 

a different group of subjects. 

Experimental Design 

In an experiment, the people, animals, or objects, that are being experimented on are called the 

subjects. The treatment that is being tested is the explanatory variable. The result, outcome, or change 

that happens (or doesn’t happen) is the response variable. Keep in mind that sometimes it is necessary 

to give a pre-test prior to imposing the treatment. For example, if we are testing a medication that 

claims to lower cholesterol levels, we will certainly need to know the cholesterol levels of all of our 

subjects prior to giving them the treatment. At the end of the experiment we will again test them and 

look for any change in cholesterol levels. 

The control group may be given no treatment at all. Or, you may want to use the control group as a way 

to compare a new treatment to an old treatment. For example, if someone has developed a new 

medication that they believe will cure headaches; they will want to compare it to aspirin, 

acetaminophen, and ibuprofen. Researchers will likely form four randomly assigned groups (Groups A, B, 

C, and D), and assign the subjects in each respective group to take their specific treatment whenever 

they have a headache and to record how quickly and whether or not it worked. After some length of 

time, the researchers will collect the data from the four groups and compare the results. With the only 

difference being which treatment was taken, researchers can make conclusions determining which 

treatment (if any) worked better than the others. 
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There are some other potential problems here though. For instance, would you want the subjects to 

know which medication they are receiving? It is very possible that they may have some preconceived 

notions regarding the effectiveness of one or more of these medicines. Such unconscious bias can 

influence how they perceive the treatment to work. What researchers often do to avoid any bias that 

the subjects will bring with them is to not tell them what treatment they are receiving. Such an 

experiment is said to be blind. It is also possible that the researcher may have preconceived notions, or 

hopeful expectations, regarding the effectiveness of one or all of the treatments. To avoid this, a third 

party can package the various treatments in similar looking containers, each marked only with a code, 

before the researcher distributes them to the subjects. In this case neither the subjects nor the 

researcher distributing the treatments know who is getting what. This is a double blind experiment, and 

is used often in clinical trials to limit bias. 

Another issue is that often a patient’s symptoms may improve just at the ‘idea’ of getting a medication. 

This is called the placebo effect. Imagine a child who is crying dramatically over a scraped knee, but 

stops immediately once mom puts a bandage on. The bandage acts as the placebo. It is also common for 

a participant, who believes that she or he is receiving a potentially promising medication, to have 

symptoms improve simply because of her or his expectation that their symptoms will improve. To 

account for this placebo effect, researchers will often give the control group a fake treatment called a 

placebo. A placebo is sometimes called a “sugar pill”– it looks like the real treatment, but has no active 

ingredients. Placebos make blind and double-blind experiments possible. An experiment could involve a 

placebo shot, or even a placebo surgery (aka sham surgery). 

We will demonstrate how to outline an experiment through the following examples.  See the sample 

outline above as a reference. 
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Example 1 

Suppose that a group of scientists have developed a medication that they believe will cure people of 

being mean. They are calling it Kind At Last (KAL). There are 520 mean people who are willing to 

participate in this study (300 males and 220 females). This pill needs to be taken twice daily and it may 

take a few weeks to be fully absorbed into a person’s system. Identify the following: 

a) Subjects 

b) Explanatory Variable 

c) Response Variable 

d) Will it be blind? Double-blind? Placebo controlled? Is a pre-test necessary? 

e) Outline a completely randomized experiment 

Solution 

a) Subjects: the 520 mean people (300 male & 220 female) 

b) Explanatory Variable: the KAL pills 

c) Response Variable: any change in how mean the subject is 

d) Will it be blind? Double-blind? Placebo controlled? Is a pre-test necessary?  This could 

definitely be placebo controlled and double-blind. Neither the patients, nor the person 

distributing the medicine should know which people are receiving which medication. The KAL 

pills and the placebos will look identical and be in similar packages. A pretest might be used to 

determine how mean each of the people in the experiment actually are before receiving a 

treatment. 

e) Outline a completely randomized experiment: 

 
The previous example is a completely randomized experiment because all of the subjects started in one 

group. All subjects were then randomly assigned to treatment groups, with any combination of people 

being possible. What if it was theorized that this medication actually has different effects on males than 

on females? With a completely randomized design it is very possible that we would not end up with an 

equal number of males and females in each treatment group. If that were to happen, we would not be 

able to tell whether the treatment affected the different sexes in the same way or not. 
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Randomized Block Designs 

In such a case, it is a good idea to involve blocking in your experimental design. When it is suspected 

that different subgroups may respond differently to the treatment, the statisticians separate them at the 

beginning into subgroups called blocks. The subjects in an experiment may be blocked by age, sex, race, 

previous medical history, etc. Be sure that you do not say that you will randomly assign to the blocks. 

You cannot randomly choose who is male or female, and you cannot randomly choose who is which 

race, etc. Each block is then randomly divided among the various treatment groups. This assures a more 

equal distribution of the subjects among the treatments. It also directly addresses the effects of this 

suspected lurking variable. Experimental designs in which blocking is used are called randomized block 

designs. 

Example 2 

Outline a randomized block design to test the KAL pills that blocks by sex. (Continued from example 1) 

Solution 

 

*Once you have done the comparisons within blocks, you will also want to compare across blocks 

to see if there are differences. For example, perhaps this KAL medicine works really well on 

males, but doesn’t do a thing for females. It is even possible that one sex experiences negative 

side effects from the medication. 
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Problem Set 4.5 

Exercises 

1) Researchers want to determine how effective a new allergy drug called Scratch-Be-Gone is at 

reducing pet allergies. One pill should be taken daily with a meal. 450 pets suffering from allergies 

will participate in a clinical study comparing this new drug with an existing market drug and a 

placebo. Identify each of the following: 

a) Subjects 

b) Explanatory Variable(s) 

c) Response Variable 

d) Is it possible for this experiment to be double-blind? Explain. 

e) Outline a completely randomized experiment. 

2) Ms. Rokinroll has a theory that listening to music while working on probability problems will help 

students retain knowledge. She has a set of earphones for each student and intends to compare 

the effects of classical music, country music, and heavy metal music. Her first period probability 

class has 36 students and her last period probability class has 34 students. Identify each of the 

following: 

a) Subjects 

b) Explanatory Variable(s) 

c) Response Variable 

d) Do you feel that a control group of no music is necessary? Why or why not? 

e) Do you feel that any of the following should be a part of this experiment: blind, double-blind, 

pre-test, or placebo controlled? 

f) Ms. Rokinroll also suspects that listening to music in the morning will have a different effect 

than listening to music in the afternoon. Outline a randomized block design experiment that 

tests this idea. 

3) Researchers want to test a new eye drop against Blink Brand Eye Drops to see if it is better at 

reducing dry eye symptoms for contact wearers. The researchers are also interested in whether 

males and females will respond differently. The subjects available are 480 male and 502 female 

contact wearers who suffer from frequent dry eyes. Identify the following: 

a) Subjects 

b) Explanatory Variable(s) 

c) Response Variable 

d) Outline an appropriate experiment: (will it be blind? double-blind? blocked? placebo 

controlled?) 

e) Clearly explain how a table of random digits can be used to do the randomization. Using line 

#129, select the first five males who will be in the first treatment group.  
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4) A new type of cell phone is being developed by The Millionaire Phone Makers Corporation. This 

phone, called Make-Us-More-Money (MUMM), has a target audience of college students and 

young professionals (18-35 year olds). The company has developed three different ad campaigns 

and a commercial for each has been made that will be tried on the test subjects. The company 

wants to determine which ad campaign will be most effective prior to flooding the market, so they 

will test the various commercials on 744 University of Wisconsin students and 3,057 people who 

attend this year’s Young Professional’s Conference in Los Angeles. After viewing a commercial, each 

subject will fill out a questionnaire that assesses how likely they would be to purchase the MUMM 

phone. Identify each of the following: 

a) Subjects 

b) Explanatory Variable(s) 

c) Response Variable 

d) Outline an appropriate experiment design blocked by the two different locations. 

e) This scenario is different than the previous examples, because in the other examples we were 

able to do the randomization in advance. That would not be possible for something like this in 

either of the locations because the subjects will walk up to the researcher and need to be 

assigned to a ‘treatment group on the spot’. Explain how the randomization can be done in a 

case like this. 

Review Exercises 

5) A survey was conducted to find out if Minnesota teenagers like SpongeBob SquarePants. Suppose 

1300 surveys were mailed out but only 516 of those were returned.  Of those 516 who responded, 

434 said they liked SpongeBob SquarePants. 

a) What was the response rate? 

b) What is the population of interest? 

c) What is the parameter of interest? 

d) What is the sample? 

e) What is the statistic? 

f) What is the estimated margin of error? 

g) What is the estimated 95% confidence interval? 

h) Write a 95% confidence statement? 

i) Why should we be cautious about using these results to make a conclusion? 

6) Suppose that license plates in a certain city must begin with any 2-digit number followed by any 5 

letters. How many license plates are possible in this city? 

7) A single card is drawn from a standard deck of 52 cards.  What is the probability that the card is a 

queen, given that it is a face card? 
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4.6  Chapter 4 Review 

This chapter covers the topics of data collection methods and potential sources of bias. We learned 

about experiments, observational studies, sample surveys, and censuses. Several potential errors and 

sources of bias were introduced. We also learned how to use a random digit table to make random 

selections, how to outline experimental designs, and how to calculate and state estimated 95% 

confidence intervals. You should go back and read through each of the sections in this chapter, paying 

careful attention to all of the new terms in bold. This will help you to do problem 1 from your homework 

assignment. 

Chapter 4 Review Exercises 

1) Study your new vocabulary! 

a) If you have not already, make flashcards for the terms from this chapter. You may use an App 

to create your flashcards or make them on notecards. Write the term on one side of the card. 

On the other side, write a brief definition and include an example. Terms that appear in bold 

through section 4.1 through 4.5 are the new terms. 

b) Study your flashcards. 

2) Each statement below claims that the ACT’s are not a fair measurement for college readiness, but 

for a different reason. For each student’s statement, determine whether he or she is questioning 

the validity, the reliability, or claiming that it will be biased. Explain your answers. 

a) The ACT’s are not fair because it is timed and I cannot work fast enough. Consequently I am 

not really doing as well as I could; I always get a lower score than I should receive. 

b) The ACT’s are not fair because the vocabulary is not clear and I do not even understand what 

the questions are asking me. I always study really hard and do my homework and I am totally 

ready for college, but that doesn’t show up on some stupid test. 

c) The ACT’s are not fair because the first time I took them I scored a 21, but the second time I 

scored a 16. How can that be right? 

3) Suppose you want to take a simple random sample of 350 women from a population of 4700 

females on the University of Coolness campus. 

a) Explain the steps you would follow if you were going to make the selection using a table of 

random digits (be thorough). 

b) Starting at line 137, select the first five numbers. 
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4) Suppose that after carrying out your survey of 350 women (from problem 3), you found that 74 of 

the women said that they “did not feel safe walking on campus after dark”. Identify each of the 

following. 

a) Population (of interest) 

b) Parameter (of interest) 

c) Sample 

d) Statistic 

e) Margin of error  

f) The 95% confidence interval 

g) The 95% confidence statement 

5) A high school social studies teacher wants to see if giving a completely multiple choice test versus a 

traditional free response test will improve student scores. She has designed two versions of the 

chapter 6 assessment to test her question. She has two classes – a 1st hour class with 32 students, 

and a 5th hour class with 37 students. The two classes are very different in both behavior and 

academic performance, so she decides to carry out her experiment using blocking. Identify the 

following: 

a) Subjects 

b) Explanatory variable(s) 

c) Response variable 

d) Will this experiment be blind? Double-blind? Placebo controlled? 

e) Outline a randomized block experiment. 

6) Suppose that you are trying to determine whether kindergarten students who have gone to child 

care centers show more aggressive behaviors than children who have not attended child care 

centers. You have the data regarding whether or not each child attended a child care center and for 

what length of time. You are now going to study aggressive behaviors. For each of the following, 

decide which type of data collection method is being proposed: observational study, sample 

survey, census, or experiment. 

a) Observers will watch the kindergartners on the playground, recording aggressive behaviors. 

b) A survey will be given to 20 randomly selected parents asking each to rate his or her child’s 

behavior. 

c) A survey will be given to all kindergarten parents asking each to rate his or her child’s 

behavior. 

d) During center time, a teacher will take a toy away from a child and record whether they act 

aggressively. 
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7) Use the information for the study in question 6) to answer the following questions. 

a) Suggest something that may go wrong with, or may be a source of bias, for each of the 

proposed data collection methods. 

b) Which of the methods do you feel will yield the best results? Explain. 

8) Your teacher wants to find out whether chocolate helps students concentrate on their tests. In one 

class, she gives each of the students a piece of chocolate before the test begins. In another class, 

she does nothing. Is this an example of an observational study, a sample survey, a census, or an 

experiment? Give reasons to support your answer. 

9) The cost of gas in 2001 was $1.45 per gallon. The average cost in 2011 was $3.75 per gallon. 

a) What was the amount of increase? 

b) What was the percent of increase? 

10) A researcher at the University of Minnesota believes that a certain component of ant venom can be 

used to lessen the amount of swelling in the knuckles of people suffering from arthritis. The ant 

venom treatment has been made into a capsule form that can be swallowed, and is designed to be 

taken one time per day. Suppose that you have 200 people suffering from arthritis who have 

volunteered to participate in this study. Identify the following: 

a) Subjects 

b) Explanatory variable(s) 

c) Response variable 

d) Will this experiment be blind? double-blind? placebo controlled? 

e) Outline a completely randomized design 

11) You bought a sweater on discount that was originally marked at $30. When you got to the register, 

it rung up as $23. What was the percent discount? 

12) The table below shows the number of seniors and the number of seniors graduating for three high 

schools. 

School Number of Seniors Number Graduating Graduation Rate % 

McArthur 423 354  

Meade 125 110  

Eisenhower 392 379  

a) Which school has the most students graduating? 

b) Determine the graduation rate for each school. 

c) Which school has the highest graduation rate? 
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13) Suppose that a poll was commissioned to determine whether people in the U.S. believe that pro 

wrestling is a sport. Identify the potential problem or type(s) of bias that will likely be present in 

each of the following scenarios. Some will have more than one. Explain your answers. 

a) An online poll was sent to all visitors of the WWE website. 

b) Telephone interviews are done to randomly selected phone numbers between 4 p.m. and  

8 p.m. 

c) Some people were embarrassed to admit that they liked wrestling and think it is a sport. 

d) One of the questions asked was, “Do you believe that the pro wrestlers are actors or should 

they be considered serious athletes?” 

e) One of the researchers spilled coffee on a big stack of surveys and several had to be thrown 

away. 

f) A second poll was conducted and it had slightly different results. 

g) WWE had fans fill out a survey as they left a pro wrestling event. 

14) Determine whether the sampling method used in each situation was an SRS, stratified random 

sample, systematic random sample, multi-stage random sample, random cluster sample, voluntary 

response sample, or convenience sample. 

a) Every fifth person boarding a plane is searched thoroughly. 

b) At a local community College, five math classes are randomly selected out of 20 and all of the 

students from each class are interviewed. 

c) A researcher randomly selects and interviews forty male and forty female teachers, from a 

university with 122 female and 135 male instructors. 

d) A researcher for an airline interviews all of the passengers on five randomly selected flights. 

e) Based on 12,500 responses from 42,000 surveys sent to its alumni, a major university 

estimated that the annual salary of its alumni was $92,500. 

f) A community college student interviews everyone in his biology class to determine the 

percentage of students who own a car. 

g) A market researcher randomly selects 200 drivers under 35 years of age and 100 drivers over 

35 years of age, from those insured with Quality Car Insurance, to interview. 

h) A researcher selects 12 states randomly. From each state, she randomly selects 20 middle 

schools. From each middle school, she randomly selects 15 teachers. The 3,600 teachers were 

then interviewed by phone. 

i) To avoid working late, the quality control manager inspects the last 10 items produced that 

day. 

j) The names of 70 contestants are written on 70 cards. The cards are placed in a bag, and three 

names are picked from the bag to win a door prize. 
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15) The athletic director wants to know how tax payers in the community feel about funding for 

athletics at the high school. He surveys his coaches and the parents of athletes at his school. 

Describe what is wrong with his methodology. 
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Appendices 

Appendix A – Tables 

Appendix A, Part 1 - Random Digit Table 
 

Line 101 19223 95034 05756 28713 96409 12531 42544 82853 

Line 102 73676 47150 99400 01927 27754 42648 82425 36290 

Line 103 45467 71709 77558 00095 32863 29485 82226 90056 

Line 104 52711 38889 93074 60227 40011 85848 48767 52573 

Line 105 95592 94007 69971 91481 60779 53791 17297 59335 

Line 106 68417 35013 15529 72765 85089 57067 50211 47487 

Line 107 82739 57890 20807 47511 81676 55300 94383 14893 

Line 108 60940 72024 17868 24943 61790 90656 87964 18883 

Line 109 36009 19365 15412 39638 85453 46816 83485 41979 

Line 110 38448 48789 18338 24697 39364 42006 76688 08708 

Line 111 81486 69487 60513 09297 00412 71238 27649 39950 

Line 112 59636 88804 04634 71197 19352 73089 84898 45785 

Line 113 62568 70206 40325 03699 71080 22553 11486 11776 

Line 114 45149 32992 75730 66280 03819 56202 02938 70915 

Line 115 61041 77684 94322 24709 73698 14526 31893 32592 

Line 116 14459 26056 31424 80371 65103 62253 50490 61181 

Line 117 38167 98532 62183 70632 23417 26185 41448 75532 

Line 118 73190 32533 04470 29669 84407 90785 65956 86382 

Line 119 95857 07118 87664 92099 58806 66979 98624 84826 

Line 120 35476 55972 39421 65850 04266 35435 43742 11937 
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Line 121 71487 09984 29077 14863 61683 47052 62224 51025 

Line 122 13873 81598 95052 90908 73592 75186 87136 95761 

Line 123 54580 81507 27102 56027 55892 33063 41842 81868 

Line 124 71035 09001 43367 49497 72719 96758 27611 91596 

Line 125 96746 12149 37823 71868 18442 35119 62103 39244 

Line 126 96927 19931 36089 74192 77567 88741 48409 41903 

Line 127 43909 99477 25330 64359 40085 16925 85117 36071 

Line 128 15689 14227 06565 14374 13352 49367 81982 87209 

Line 129 36759 58984 68288 22913 18638 54303 00795 08727 

Line 130 69051 64817 87174 09517 84534 06489 87201 97245 

Line 131 05007 16632 81194 14873 04197 85576 45195 96565 

Line 132 68732 55259 84292 08796 43165 93739 31685 97150 

Line 133 45740 41807 65561 33302 07051 93623 18132 09547 

Line 134 27816 78416 18329 21337 35213 37741 04312 68508 

Line 135 66925 55658 39100 78458 11206 19876 87151 31260 

Line 136 08421 44753 77377 28744 75592 08563 79140 92454 

Line 137 53645 66812 61421 47836 12609 15373 98481 14592 

Line 138 66831 68908 40772 21558 47781 33586 79177 06928 

Line 139 55588 99404 70708 41098 43563 56934 48394 51719 

Line 140 12975 13258 13048 45144 72321 81940 00360 02428 

Line 141 96767 35964 23822 96012 94591 65194 50842 53372 

Line 142 72829 50232 97892 63408 77919 44575 24870 04178 

Line 143 88565 42628 17797 49376 61762 16953 88604 12724 

Line 144 62964 88145 83083 69453 46109 59505 69680 00900 

Line 145 19687 12633 57857 95806 09931 02150 43163 58636 

Line 146 37609 59057 66967 83401 60705 02384 90597 93600 

Line 147 54973 86278 88737 74351 47500 84552 19909 67181 

Line 148 00694 05977 19664 65441 20903 62371 22725 53340 

Line 149 71546 05233 53946 68743 72460 27601 45403 88692 

Line 150 07511 88915 41267 16853 84569 79367 32337 03316 
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Appendix A, Part 2 – The Normal Distribution Table 

For z-scores with z less than or equal to zero 

Table 8.1 

z 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.08 0.09 

-3.0 0.0013 0.0013 0.0013 0.0012 0.0012 0.0011 0.0011 0.0011 0.0010 0.0010

-2.9 0.0019 0.0018 0.0018 0.0017 0.0016 0.0016 0.0015 0.0015 0.0014 0.0014

-2.8 0.0026 0.0025 0.0024 0.0023 0.0023 0.0022 0.0021 0.0021 0.0020 0.0019

-2.7 0.0035 0.0034 0.0033 0.0032 0.0031 0.0030 0.0029 0.0028 0.0027 0.0026

-2.6 0.0047 0.0045 0.0044 0.0043 0.0041 0.0040 0.0039 0.0038 0.0037 0.0036

-2.5 0.0062 0.0060 0.0059 0.0057 0.0055 0.0054 0.0052 0.0051 0.0049 0.0048

-2.4 0.0082 0.0080 0.0078 0.0075 0.0073 0.0071 0.0069 0.0068 0.0066 0.0064

-2.3 0.0107 0.0104 0.0102 0.0099 0.0096 0.0094 0.0091 0.0089 0.0087 0.0084

-2.2 0.0139 0.0136 0.0132 0.0129 0.0125 0.0122 0.0119 0.0116 0.0113 0.0110

-2.1 0.0179 0.0174 0.0170 0.0166 0.0162 0.0158 0.0154 0.0150 0.0146 0.0143

-2.0 0.0228 0.0222 0.0217 0.0212 0.0207 0.0202 0.0197 0.0192 0.0188 0.0183

-1.9 0.0287 0.0281 0.0274 0.0268 0.0262 0.0256 0.0250 0.0244 0.0239 0.0233

-1.8 0.0359 0.0351 0.0344 0.0336 0.0329 0.0322 0.0314 0.0307 0.0301 0.0294

-1.7 0.0446 0.0436 0.0427 0.0418 0.0409 0.0401 0.0392 0.0384 0.0375 0.0367

-1.6 0.0548 0.0537 0.0526 0.0516 0.0505 0.0495 0.0485 0.0475 0.0465 0.0455

-1.5 0.0668 0.0655 0.0643 0.0630 0.0618 0.0606 0.0594 0.0582 0.0571 0.0559

-1.4 0.0808 0.0793 0.0778 0.0764 0.0749 0.0735 0.0721 0.0708 0.0694 0.0681

-1.3 0.0968 0.0951 0.0934 0.0918 0.0901 0.0885 0.0869 0.0853 0.0838 0.0823

-1.2 0.1151 0.1131 0.1112 0.1093 0.1075 0.1056 0.1038 0.1020 0.1003 0.0985

-1.1 0.1357 0.1335 0.1314 0.1292 0.1271 0.1251 0.1230 0.1210 0.1190 0.1170

-1.0 0.1587 0.1562 0.1539 0.1515 0.1492 0.1469 0.1446 0.1423 0.1401 0.1379

-0.9 0.1841 0.1814 0.1788 0.1762 0.1736 0.1711 0.1685 0.1660 0.1635 0.1611

-0.8 0.2119 0.2090 0.2061 0.2033 0.2005 0.1977 0.1949 0.1922 0.1894 0.1867

-0.7 0.2420 0.2389 0.2358 0.2327 0.2296 0.2266 0.2236 0.2206 0.2177 0.2148

-0.6 0.2743 0.2709 0.2676 0.2643 0.2611 0.2578 0.2546 0.2514 0.2483 0.2451

-0.5 0.3085 0.3050 0.3015 0.2981 0.2946 0.2912 0.2877 0.2843 0.2810 0.2776

-0.4 0.3446 0.3409 0.3372 0.3336 0.3300 0.3264 0.3228 0.3192 0.3156 0.3121

-0.3 0.3821 0.3783 0.3745 0.3707 0.3669 0.3632 0.3594 0.3557 0.3520 0.3483

-0.2 0.4207 0.4168 0.4129 0.4090 0.4052 0.4013 0.3974 0.3936 0.3897 0.3829

-0.1 0.4602 0.4562 0.4522 0.4483 0.4443 0.4404 0.4364 0.4325 0.4286 0.4247

-0.0 0.5000 0.4960 0.4920 0.4880 0.4840 0.4801 0.4761 0.4721 0.4681 0.4641
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For z-scores with z greater than or equal to 0 
Table 8.2 

z 0.0 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.08 0.09 

0.0 0.5000 0.5040 0.5080 0.5120 0.5160 0.5199 0.5239 0.5279 0.5319 0.5359

0.1 0.5398 0.5438 0.5478 0.5517 0.5557 0.5596 0.5636 0.5675 0.5714 0.5753

0.2 0.5793 0.5832 0.5871 0.5910 0.5948 0.5987 0.6026 0.6064 0.6103 0.6141

0.3 0.6179 0.6217 0.6255 0.6293 0.6331 0.6368 0.6406 0..6443 0.6480 0.6517

0.4 0.6554 0.6591 0.6628 0.6664 0.6700 0.6736 0.6772 0.6808 0.6844 0.6879

0.5 0.6915 0.6950 0.6985 0.7019 0.7054 0.7088 0.7123 0.7157 0.7190 0.7224

0.6 0.7257 0.7291 0.7324 0.7357 0.7389 0.7422 0.7454 0.7486 0.7517 0.7549

0.7 0.7580 0.7611 0.7642 0.7673 0.7704 0.7734 0.7764 0.7794 0.7823 0.7852

0.8 0.7881 0.7910 0.7939 0.7967 0.7995 0.8023 0.8051 0.8078 0.8106 0.8133

0.9 0.8159 0.8186 0.8212 0.8238 0.8264 0.8289 0.8315 0.8340 0.8365 0.8389

1.0 0.8413 0.8438 0.8461 0.8485 0.8508 0.8531 0.8554 0.8577 0.8599 0.8621

1.1 0.8643 0.8665 0.8686 0.8708 0.8729 0.8749 0.8770 0.8790 0.8810 0.8830

1.2 0.8849 0.8869 0.8888 0.8907 0.8925 0.8944 0.8962 0.8980 0.8997 0.9015

1.3 0.9032 0.9049 0.9066 0.9082 0.9099 0.9115 0.9131 0.9147 0.9162 0.9177

1.4 0.9192 0.9207 0.9222 0.9236 0.9251 0.9265 0.9279 0.9292 0.9306 0.9319

1.5 0.9332 0.9345 0.9357 0.9370 0.9382 0.9394 0.9406 0.9418 0.9429 0.9441

1.6 0.9452 0.9463 0.9474 0.9484 0.9495 0.9505 0.9515 0.9525 0.9535 0.9545

1.7 0.9554 0.9564 0.9573 0.9582 0.9591 0.9599 0.9608 0.9616 0.9625 0.9633

1.8 0.9641 0.9649 0.9656 0.9664 0.9671 0.9678 0.9686 0.9693 0.9699 0.9706

1.9 0.9713 0.9719 0.9726 0.9732 0.9738 0.9744 0.9750 0.9756 0.9761 0.9767

2.0 0.9772 0.9778 0.9783 0.9788 0.9793 0.9798 0.9803 0.9808 0.9812 0.9817

2.1 0.9821 0.9826 0.9830 0.9834 0.9838 0.9842 0.9846 0.9850 0.9854 0.9857

2.2 0.9861 0.9864 0.9868 0.9871 0.9875 0.9878 0.9881 0.9884 0.9887 0.9890

2.3 0.9893 0.9896 0.9898 0.9901 0.9904 0.9906 0.9909 0.9911 0.9913 0.9916

2.4 0.9918 0.9920 0.9922 0.9925 0.9927 0.9929 0.9931 0.9932 0.9934 0.9936

2.5 0.9938 0.9940 0.9941 0.9943 0.9945 0.9946 0.9948 0.9949 0.9951 0.9952

2.6 0.9953 0.9955 0.9956 0.9957 0.9959 0.9960 0.9961 0.9962 0.9963 0.9964

2.7 0.9965 0.9966 0.9967 0.9968 0.9969 0.9970 0.9971 0.9972 0.9973 0.9974

2.8 0.9974 0.9975 0.9976 0.9977 0.9977 0.9978 0.9979 0.9979 0.9980 0.9981

2.9 0.9981 0.9982 0.9982 0.9983 0.9984 0.9984 0.9985 0.9985 0.9986 0.9986

3.0 0.9987 0.9987 0.9987 0.9988 0.9988 0.9989 0.9989 0.9989 0.9990 0.9990
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Appendix A, Part 3 – A standard deck of 52 cards 
 

 

 

Black cards Red cards 

Clubs Spades Hearts Diamonds 

A ♣ A ♠ A ♥ A ♦ 

2 ♣ 2 ♠ 2 ♥ 2 ♦ 

3 ♣ 3 ♠ 3 ♥ 3 ♦ 

4 ♣ 4 ♠ 4 ♥ 4 ♦ 

5 ♣ 5 ♠ 5 ♥ 5 ♦ 

6 ♣ 6 ♠ 6 ♥ 6 ♦ 

7 ♣ 7 ♠ 7 ♥ 7 ♦ 

8 ♣ 8 ♠ 8 ♥ 8 ♦ 

9 ♣ 9 ♠ 9 ♥ 9 ♦ 

10 ♣ 10 ♠ 10 ♥ 10 ♦ 

Jack ♣ Jack ♠ Jack♥ Jack ♦ 

Queen ♣ Queen ♠ Queen ♥ Queen ♦ 

King ♣ King ♠ King ♥ King ♦ 
 

 

 

Appendix A, Part 4 - Results for the total of two 6-sided dice 
 

+ 1 2 3 4 5 6  + 1 2 3 4 5 6 

1 (1,1) (1,2) (1,3) (1,4) (1,5) (1,6)  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

2 (2,1) (2,2) (2,3) (2,4) (2,5) (2,6)  2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

3 (3,1) (3,2) (3,3) (3,4) (3,5) (3,6)  3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

4 (4,1) (4,2) (4,3) (4,4) (4,5) (4,6)  4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

5 (5,1) (5,2) (5,3) (5,4) (5,5) (5,6)  5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

6 (6,1) (6,2) (6,3) (6,4) (6,5) (6,6)  6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
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Appendix B – Glossary and Index 

95% confidence statement – Page 120, Section 4.4 

A confidence statement is a summary statement of the findings of a study. All 

confidence statements have the form ‘We are 95% confident that the true 

proportion of (parameter of interest) will be between (low value of confidence 

interval) and (high value of confidence interval).’ 

Back to Back Stem Plots – Page 184, Section 5.6 

A stem plot in which two sets of numerical data share the stems in the middle, 

with one set having its leaves going to the right and the other set having its 

leaves going to the left. 

Bar Graph – Page 137, Section 5.1 

A graph in which each bar shows how frequently a given category occurs. The 

bars can go either horizontally or vertically. Bars should be of consistent width 

and need to be equally spaced apart. The categories may be placed in any order 

along the axis. 

Bias - Page 95, 103, Section 4.1, 4.2 

Bias occurs when a measurement repeatedly reports values that are either too 

high or too low. 

Bin Width 

See Class Size 

Bivariate Data - Page 200, Section 6.1 

Numerical data that measures two variables. 

Blind Study - Page 126, Section 4.5 

A study in which the subject does not know exactly what treatment they are 

getting. 

Block Design - Page 128, Section 4.5 

A study in which subjects are divided into distinct categories with certain 

characteristics (for example, males and females) before being randomly assigned 

treatments in an experiment. 
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Box Plot (Box and Whisker Plot) - Page 171, Section 5.5 

A display in which a numerical data set is divided into quarters. The ’box’ marks 

the middle 50% of the data and the ’whiskers’ mark the upper 25% and lower 

25% of the data. 

Categorical Variable - Page 93, 136, Section 4.1, 5.1 

Variables that can be put into categories, like favorite color, type of car you own, 

your sports jersey number, etc... 

Census - Page 97, 101, Section 4.1, 4.2 

A special type of study in which data is gathered from every single member of 

the population. 

Center - Page 147, 156, Section 5.2, 5.3 

Typically, it is the mean, median, or the mode of a data set. In a normal 

distribution curve the mean, median, and mode all mark the center. If a data set 

is skewed or has outliers, it is standard practice to use the median as the center.  

Chance Behavior - Page 26, Section 2.1 

Events whose outcomes are not predictable in the short term, but have long term 

predictability. 

Class Size (Bin Width) - Page 164, Section 5.4 

A consistent width that all bars on a histogram have. A quick estimation of a 

reasonable class size is to roughly divide the range by a value from about 7 to 10. 

Coincidence - Page 215, Section 6.2 

A relationship between two variables that simply occurs by chance. 

Combination - Page 15, Section 1.4 

An arrangement of a set of objects in which the order does not matter. 
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Common Response - Page 214, Section 6.2 

A situation in which two variables have a strong correlation but are actually 

responding to an additional lurking variable. 

Complement of an Event - Page 26, Section 2.1 

The probability of an event, ’A’, NOT occurring. It can be thought of the opposite 

of an event and can be notated as Ac or A’. P(A’) = 1 – P(A) 
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Compound Event - Page 33, Section 2.2 

An event with two or more steps such as drawing a card and then rolling a die. 

Conditional Probability - Page 54, Section 2.5 

The probability of a particular outcome happening assuming a certain 

prerequisite condition has already been met. A clue that a conditional 

probability is being considered is the word ‘given’ or the vertical bar symbol, |. 

Confidence Interval - Page 119, Section 4.4 

The range of answers included within the margin of error. Typically, we use a 

95% confidence interval meaning it is very likely (95% chance) that the 

parameter lies within this range. 

Confounding - Page 215, Section 6.2 

Occurs when two variables are related, but it is not a clear cause/effect 

relationship because there may be other variables that are influencing the 

observed effect. 

Context - Page 156, 204 Section 5.3 

The specific realities of the situation we are considering. We often consider the 

labels and units when defining the context. 

Contingency Table 

See Two-Way Table 

Control - Page 125, Section 4.5, 6.1 

A researcher in an experiment establishes control when one of the treatment 

groups receives either a placebo or the currently accepted treatment. 

Control Group - Page 125, Section 4.5 

A group in an experiment that does not receive the actual treatment, but rather 

receives a placebo or a known treatment. 

Convenience Sample - Page 106, Section 4.2 

A biased sampling method in which data is only gathered from those 

individuals who are easy to access or are conveniently located. 

Correlation (r) - Page 210-213, Section 6.2 

A statistic that is used to measure the strength and direction of a linear 

correlation whose values range from -1 to 1. The sign of the correlation (+/-) 

matches the sign of the slope of the regression equation. A correlation value of 0 

indicates no linear relationship whatsoever. 
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Data - Page 93, Section 4.1 

A collection of facts, measurements, or observations about a set of individuals. 

Density Curve - Page 236, Section 7.1 

A curve that gives a rough description of a distribution. The curve is smooth and 

always has an area equal to 1 or 100%. 

Direct Cause and Effect - Page 214, Section 6.2 

A situation in which one variable causes a specific effect to occur with no lurking 

variables. 

Direction - Page 210, Section 6.2 

One of three general results reported for a linear regression. It will be reported as 

either being positive, negative, or 0. 

Disjoint 

See Mutually Exclusive Events 

Dot Plot - Page 154, Section 5.3 

A simple display that places a dot above each marked value on the x-axis. There 

is a dot for each result, so results that occur more than once will be shown by 

stacked dots. 

Double Blind - Page 126, Section 4.5 

A study in which neither the person administering the treatments nor the subject 

knows which treatment is being given. 

Empirical Rule (68-95-99.7 Rule) - Page 238, Section 7.1 

A rule stating that in a normal distribution, 68% of the data is located within one 

standard deviation of the mean, 95% of the data is located within two standard 

deviations of the mean, and 99.7% of the data is located within three standard 

deviations of the mean. 

Event - Page 1, Section 1.1 

Any action from which a result will be recorded or measured. 

Expected Value - Page 67, Section 3.1 

The average result over the long run for an event if repeated a large number of 

times. 

Experiment - Page 97, 124, Section 4.1, 4.5 

A study in which the researchers impose a treatment on the subjects. 
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Explanatory Variable - Page 125, 200, Section 4.5, 6.1 

The x-axis variable. It can often be viewed as the ’cause’ variable or the 

independent variable. 

Factorial - Page 7, Section 1.2 

A number followed by an exclamation point indicated repeated multiplication 

down to 1. For example, 4! = 4 × 3 × 2 × 1. 

Fair Game - Page 76, Section 3.2 

A game in which neither the player nor the house has an advantage. An average 

player over the long run will neither gain nor lose money. In other words, the 

expected value of the game is the same as the cost to play the game. 

Five-Number Summary - Page 171, Section 5.5 

A description of data that includes the minimum, first quartile, median, third 

quartile, and maximum numbers which can be used to create a box plot. 

Form - Page 204, Section 6.1 

A general description of the pattern in a scatterplot. Typical descriptions include 

linear, curved, or random (no specific form). 

Frequency Table - Page 137, Section 5.1 

A table that shows the number of occurrences in each category. 

Fundamental Counting Principle - Page 4, Section 1.2 

A rule that states that in order to find the number of outcomes for a multi-step 

event, simply multiply the number of possibilities from each step of the event. 

Histogram - Page 164, Section 5.4 

A special bar graph for a numerical data set. In a histogram, each bar has the 

same bin width and there is no space between consecutive bars. Each bar tracks 

the number or frequency of results in its given range. 

Independent Events - Page 33, Section 2.2 

Two events are independent if the outcome of one event does not change the 

probability for the outcome for the other event. 

Individual - Page 93, Section 4.1 

This is the person, animal, or object being studied. 

Interquartile Range (IQR) - Page 174, Section 5.5 

The distance between the lower and upper quartiles. IQR = Q3 - Q1 
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Instrument of Measurement - Page 94, Section 4.1 

This is the tool used to make measurements. Some examples of instruments 

include rulers, scales, thermometers, or speedometers. 

Intersection of Events - Page 42, Section 2.3 

In a Venn Diagram, it includes the results that are members of more than one 

group simultaneously. We use the symbol, ∩, to indicate the intersection and 

think of the intersection as those parts of the diagram that include both A and B. 

Law of Large Numbers - Page 26, 84, Section 2.1, 3.3 

A rule that states that we will eventually get closer to the theoretical probability 

as we greatly increase the number of times an event is repeated. 

Line Graph 

See Time Plot 

Lurking Variable - Page 124, 214, Section 4.5, 6.2 

An additional variable that was not taken into account in a particular situation. 

Margin of Error - Page 119, Section 4.4 

It is the distance we move above and below the mean to help establish a 95% 

confidence interval in which we believe the true parameter is located. An 

approximation for the margin of error for a 95% confidence interval is M.O.E 

= ±
�

√�
 where n represents the sample size. 

Mean (Average) - Page 147, 237, Section 5.2, 7.1 

The sum of all the numbers divided by the number of values in a data set. It is 

also located at the center of a normal distribution and is a good measure of 

center for symmetric data sets. 

Median - Page 147, Section 5.2 

The data result in the middle of a data list that has been organized from smallest 

to largest. If there are two middle data values, then the median is located 

halfway between those two values. Visually, it marks the spot where half of the 

area of a graph is below the median and half of the area is above the median. It is 

common to use the median as your measure of center for skewed data sets or 

data sets that contain outliers. 
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Mode - Page 147, Section 5.2 

The result that appears most frequently in a data set. It also occurs at the highest 

point of a density curve. 

Multistage Random Sample - Page 104, Section 4.2 

A sampling technique that uses randomly selected sub-groups of a population 

before random selection of individuals occurs. 

Mutually Exclusive Events (Disjoint) - Page 41, Section 2.3  

Outcomes that cannot occur at the same time. For example, if a single card is 

drawn from a standard deck, the outcomes of a diamond and a black card are 

mutually exclusive. 

Negative Linear Association - Page 205, Section 6.1 

A situation such that as one numerical variable increases, another numerical 

variable decreases. 

Non-Response - Page 108, Section 4.2 

A non-sampling error in which individuals selected for a study do not 

participate or do not answer questions in a survey. 

Normal Distribution Curve - Page 237, Section 7.1 

A bell-shaped curve that describes a symmetrical data set such that the most 

frequent results occur near the mean and results become less frequent as you 

move further from the mean. 

Numerical Variable - Page 93, Section 4.1 

A variable that can be assigned a numerical value, such as height, distance, or 

temperature. 

Observational Study - Page 97, 124, Section 4.1, 4.5 

A study in which researchers do not impose a treatment on the individuals being 

studied. Data is collected by observing the individuals, surveying the 

individuals, or collecting data from the individuals from information that is 

already available. (Observe but do not disturb) 

Outcome - Page 1, Section 1.1 

A possible result of an event. 

Outlier - Page 155, 178, 204, Section 5.3, 5.5, 6.1 

A value that is unusual when compared to the rest of a data set. High outliers 

will be greater than Q3 + 1.5 IQR. Low outliers will be below Q1 – 1.5 IQR. 
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Parallel Box Plots - Page 183, Section 5.6 

Multiple box plots graphed on the same axes to compare multiple data sets. 

Parameter - Page 111, Section 4.2 

A value that describes the truth about a population. The value is frequently 

unknown so a parameter is often given as a description of truth. 

Permutation - Page 10, Section 1.3 

A specific order or arrangement of a set of objects or items. In a permutation, the 

order in which the items are selected matters. 

Pictograph - Page 141, Section 5.1 

A bar graph that uses pictures instead of bars. These graphs can be misleading 

because pictures measure height and width, where bar graphs measure only 

height. To be effective, all the pictures used must be the same size. 

Pie chart - Page 139, Section 5.1 

A graph which shows each category as a part of the whole in a circle graph. Pie 

charts can be used if exactly 100% of the results from a particular situation are 

known. 

Placebo - Page 126, Section 4.5 

A fake treatment that is similar in appearance to the real treatment. 

Placebo Effect - Page 126, Section 4.5 

The placebo effect occurs when a subject starts to experience changes simply 

because they believe they are receiving a treatment. 

Population - Page 101, Section 4.2 

The entire group of individuals we are interested in. A population is often 

described using the word ‘all’. 

Positive Linear Association - Page 205, Section 6.1 

A situation in which as one numerical variable increases, the other numerical 

variable also increases. 

Prime Number - Page 42, Section 2.3 

A number that has exactly 2 factors. Remember, 1 is not a prime number! 

Probability - Page 26, Section 2.1 

The likelihood of a particular outcome occurring. 
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Probability Model - Page 49, Section 2.4 

A table that lists all the values for the outcomes of an event and their respective 

probabilities. The sum of all the probabilities in a probability model must  

equal 1. 

Processing Errors - Page 109, Section 4.2 

An error commonly made due to issues like poor calculations or inaccurate 

recording of results. 

Prospective Studies - Page 124, Section 4.5 

A study which follows up with study subjects in the future in an effort to see if 

there were any long-term effects.  

Quartile 1 - Page 172, Section 5.5 

The median of all the values to the left of the median. Do not include the median 

itself in this calculation if the median is one of the data points. 

Quartile 3 - Page 172, Section 5.5 

The median of all the values to the right of the median. Do not include the 

median itself in this calculation if the median is one of the data points. 

Random Digit Table - Pages 82, 114, Section 3.3, 4.3, Appendix A 

A long list of randomly chosen digits from 0 to 9, usually generated by computer 

software or calculators. A table of random digits can be found in Appendix A, 

Part 1. 

Random Event - Page 26, Section 2.1 

An event is random if it does not have short-term predictability but it has long-

term predictability. For example, a coin flip is a random event because we do not 

know what will happen on the next flip, but we can be reasonably sure that 

about 50% of a long series of flips will land on heads. 

Random Sampling Error - Page 107, Section 4.2 

Even though a sample is randomly selected, it is entirely possible that a 

particular result within the population will be over-represented causing us to be 

significantly different from the parameter. Larger sample sizes reduce random 

sampling error. The margin of error is stated with most studies to account for 

random sampling error. 

Range - Page 148, 174, Section 5.2, 5.5 

A basic description of how spread out a data set is. It is calculated by subtracting 

the smallest number from the largest number in a data set. 
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Reliability - Page 95, Section 4.1 

How consistently a particular measurement technique gives the same, or nearly 

the same measurement. 

Response Bias - Page 109, Section 4.2 

Occurs when an individual responds to a survey with an incorrect or untruthful 

answer. This type of bias can frequently happen when questions are potentially 

sensitive or embarrassing. 

Response Variable - Page 125, 200, Section 4.5, 6.1 

This is the y-axis variable. It can often be thought of as the ’effect’ variable or 

dependent variable. 

Retrospective Study - Page 124, Section 4.5 

A study in which information about a subject’s past is used in the study. 

Sample - Page 102, Section 4.2 

A representative subset of a population. 

Sample Space - Page 1, Section 1.1 

A list of all the possible outcomes that may occur. 

Sample Survey - Page 97, Section 4.1 

A survey that uses a subset of the population in order to try to make predictions 

about the entire population. 

Sampling Frame - Page 103, Section 4.2  

A list of all members of a population. 

Scatterplot - Page 200, Section 6.1 

Graphs that represent a relationship between two numerical variables where 

each data point is shown as a coordinate point on a scaled grid. 

SCOFD - Page 203-206, Section 6.1 

This is an acronym used for the description of a scatterplot and stands for 

Strength, Context, Outliers, Form, and Direction. 

Simple Random Sample (SRS) - Page 103, Section 4.2 

A sample where all possible groups of a particular size are equally possible. It 

can be thought of as putting names of all members of a population in a hat and 

randomly drawing until the desired sample size is reached. 
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Simulation - Page 82, Section 3.3 

A model of a real situation that can be used to make predictions about what 

might really happen. Often, tables of random digits are used to carry out 

simulations. 

Skewed Distribution - Page 155, 236, Section 5.3, 7.1 

A distribution in which the majority of the data is concentrated on one end of the 

distribution. Visually, there is a ’tail’ on the side with less data and this is the 

direction of the skew. 

SOCCS - Page 154-156, Section 5.3 

An acronym used to remember the key information to discuss for a distribution: 

Shape, Outliers, Center, Context, and Spread. 

Spread - Page 156, Section 5.3 

A way to measure variability of a data set. Common measures of spread are the 

range, standard deviation, and IQR. 

Standard Deviation - Page 174, 237, Section 5.5, 7.1 

A measure of spread relative to the mean of a data set. Use this measurement for 

any data set which is approximately normally distributed. 

Statistic - Page 111, Section 4.2 

A number that describes results from sample. This number is often a percentage 

and is used to make an approximation of the parameter. 

Stem Plot - Page 157, Section 5.3 

A method of organizing data that sorts the data in a visual fashion. The stem is 

made up of all the leading digits of a piece of data and the leaf is the final digit. 

No commas or decimal points should be used in a stem plot. 

Stratified Random Sample - Page 104, Section 4.2 

A sample in which the population is divided into distinct groups called strata 

before a random sample is chosen from each strata. 

Strength - Page 203, 210, Section 6.1, 6.2 

One of three measurements reported for a best-fit line that describes how close 

the data is to being perfectly linear. 

Subjects - Page 125, Section 4.5 

The individuals that are being studied in an experiment. 
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Symmetrical Distribution - Page 155, Section 5.3 

A distribution in which the left side of the distribution looks like a mirror image 

of the right side of the distribution. 

Systematic Random Sample - Page 104, Section 4.2 

A sampling method in which the first selection is made randomly and then a 

’system’ is used to make the remaining selections. For example, randomly select 

one person from a list and then select every 14th person after that. 

Theoretical Model - Page 26, 82 Section 2.1, 3.3 

A model that gives a picture of exactly the frequencies of what should happen in 

a situation involving probability. 

Theoretical Probability - Page 26, Section 2.1 

A mathematical calculation of the likelihood that a given outcome will occur. 

Time Plot (Line Graph) - Page 145, Section 5.2 

A graph that shows how a numerical variable changes over time. 

Tree Diagram - Page 2, 4, 48 Section 1.1, 1.2, 2.4 

A visual representation of a multi-step event where each successive step 

branches off from the previous step. 

Two-Way Table (Contingency Table) - Page 55, Section 2.5 

A table which tracks two characteristics from a set of individuals. For example, 

we might track gender and grade of all the students in your high school.  

Undercoverage - Page 107, Section 4.2 

A sampling error in which an entire group or groups of subjects are left out or 

underrepresented in a study. 

Union of Events - Page 41, Section 2.3 

A union includes all results that are in either one category, another category, or 

both categories in a Venn diagram. We use the symbol ∪ and can think of a union 

as anything belonging to either A, B, or both A and B. 

Validity - Page 95, Section 4.1 

A measurement technique is valid if it is a reasonable way to collect data. 

Variables - Page 93, Section 4.1 

Characteristics about the individuals in a study in which researchers might have 

interest. 
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Venn Diagrams - Page 29, 42, Section 2.1, 2.3 

Diagrams that represent outcomes or categories using intersecting circles. 

Voluntary Response Survey - Page 105, Section 4.2 

A biased sampling method in which participants get to choose whether or not to 

participate in the survey. The bias occurs because those who are most passionate 

about an issue will be more likely to respond. 

Wording of a Question - Page 108, Section 4.2 

The wording of a question can be used to manipulate individuals in a survey 

such that they are more likely to respond a certain way in the survey which 

causes bias. 

Z-Score - Page 245, Section 7.2 

A measure of the number of standard deviations a particular data point is away 

from the mean in a normal distribution. If a z-score is positive, the value is larger 

than the mean and if it is negative, it is less than the mean. 
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Appendix C – Calculator Help 
This appendix is not meant to be a full guide for calculators common to students who take 

this course. Rather, it is intended to highlight some of the locations to access a variety of 

commands commonly used on a TI-30XS Multiview Scientific Calculator and a TI-84 Plus 

Graphing Calculator. One online source that can be helpful for those of you with graphing 

calculator issues can be found on the Prentice Hall website at 

http://www.prenhall.com/divisions/esm/app/calc_v2/. 

   
Topic 1 - Combinations, Permutations, and Factorials 

 

TI-30 XS Multiview 

 

Access located in the prb menu. Enter the 

value for n, select nCr or nPr, and then enter 

the value for r. 

 

 

TI-84 Plus 

 

Access located in the Math, PRB menu. 

Enter the value for n, select nCr or nPr, and 

then enter the value for r

Topic 2 – Random Number Generators 
 

TI-30 XS Multiview 

 

Access located in the prb menu. Select rand, 

enter lowest value, enter highest value. 

 

 

TI-84 Plus 

 

Access located in the Math, PRB menu. 

Select RandInt, enter lowest value, enter 

highest value, enter number of random 

values desired.
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Topic 3 – Means and Standard Deviations 
 

TI-30 XS Multiview 

 

Enter data into L1 in the data menu. Press 

2nd data (stat) and select 1-Var Stats. Arrow 

down to find the mean, x , and the standard 

deviation, sx. 

 

 TI-84 Plus 

 

Enter data in L1 by selecting STAT and 

EDIT. Press STAT and CALC and then 

select 1-Var Stats. Arrow down to find the 

mean, x , and the standard deviation, Sx. 

 

Topic 4 – Correlations, Slopes, and Y-Intercepts 
 

TI-30 XS Multiview 

 

Enter data into L1 and L2 in the data menu. 

Press 2nd data (stat) and select 2-Var Stats 

for L1 and L2. Arrow down to find the slope 

(a), the y-intercept (b) and the correlation 

coefficient (r). 

TI-84 Plus 

 

Enter data in L1 and L2 by selecting STAT 

and EDIT. Press STAT and CALC and then 

select LinReg(ax+b). Be sure the Xlist and 

Ylist are L1 and L2. If you wish to store you 

equation into the Y= menu, press VARS, Y-

VARS, Function, and Y1. If the correlation 

(r) does not show up, go to 2nd CATALOG 

and select DiagnosticOn. 

 

Topic 5 – Normal Distributions 
 

TI-30 XS Multiview  

 

This calculator cannot perform normal 

distribution calculations. 

TI-84 Plus 

 

To find the percent of area in a normal 

curve, select 2nd DISTR and select 

normalcdf( . Enter the lower bound, upper 

bound, mean, and standard deviation. To 

find a value from a percentile in a normal 

distribution, select 2nd DISTR and select 

invNorm( . Enter the %tile, mean, and 

standard deviation.

Image References 

Random Digit Table   http://uwsp.edu/math 

Normal Distribution Table   http://www.regentsprep.org 

TI-30XS Multiview Calculator   http://education.ti.com 

TI-84 Plus Graphing Calculator   http://education.ti.com 
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Problem Set 4.1 

1) Ind. = Players

Cat. = Pos,

Team Num. = BA, #AB’s,

#hits, #SB

2) Ind. = Employees

Cat. = Deg., Job Title

Num. = Sal., Yrs, 401K,

#Chil.

Neither = Add., Phone#

3a) Numerical 

3b) Categorical 

3c) Categorical 

3d) Numerical 

3e) Neither 

3f) Categorical 

4a) Var.=Temp., Inst. = Therm., 

Units = Deg. 

4b) Answers will vary 

5a) Inst. = Foot Ruler, Units = # 

of ‘feet’ 

5b) Answers will vary 

6a) Reliability 

6b) Validity, Bias, Reliability 

6c) No Issue 

6d) Bias, Validity, Reliability 

6e) Reliability, Bias 

6f) Bias 

7a) Census 

7b) Answers will vary 

7c) Answers will vary 

8a) Sample Survey 

8b) Observational Study 

8c) Experiment 

8d) Census 

8e) Experiment 

9a) Pas. = 17, Marco. = 27, 

Marco’s was higher 

9b) Pas. = 13.4%, Marco. = 

10.1%, Pas. was higher 

9c) Rate 

10) 14.75%

11) 34.89%

12) 55.95% decrease

13a) Total = 17.2% dec. 

>10 = 66.3% dec. 

>20 = 31.3% dec. 

13b) >10 

13c) Answers will vary 

14a) 1.9% 

14b) 98.1% 

15) 24

16) 160

17) $4.80

Problem Set 4.2 

1a) Parameter 

1b) Parameter or Statistic 

1c) Statistic 

1d) Parameter 

1e) Parameter 

1f) Statistic 

2a) All MBHS Seniors 

2b) True # of seats 

2c) 148 seniors 

2d) 6.2 seats 

2e) Voluntary Response 

2f) 27.3% 

2g) Voluntary Response and 

Non-Response Bias 

2h) Likely too high, too big of a 

venue 

3a) Stratified Rand. Samp. 

3b) Systematic Rand. Samp. 

3c) Voluntary Response 

Appendix D – Selected Answers 
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3d) SRS 

3e) Multi-Stage Rand. Samp. 

3f) Convenience Sample 

4a) Response Bias 

4b) Non-Response Bias 

4c) Response Bias 

4d) Random Sampling Error 

4e) Processing Error 

4f) Voluntary Response 

4g) Under-Coverage 

4h) Wording of Question  

5) 66.7%

6) 16.7%

7) 27.8%

8) 2.78%

Problem Set 4.3 

1a) Answers will vary 

1b) Common Results = 07, 20, 

24, 17, 49, 43, 09, 06, 56, 

41, 36, and 15 

2) Answers will vary

3) Answers will vary

4) Venn Diagram

5a) Venn Diagram 

5b) 59% 

5c) 91% 

Problem Set 4.4 

1a) All MBHS Students 

1b) True % that text 

1c) 270 students 

1d) 0.6593 

1e) ± 6.09%

1f) 0.5984 to 0.7202 

1g) Confidence Statement 

1h) Answers will vary 

2a) All eligible voters 

2b) True % leaning Dem. 

2c) 814 voters 

2d) 38.2% 

2e) ± 3.50%

2f) 34.7% to 41.7 % 

2g) Confidence Statement 

3a) 38.8% to 45.8% 

3b) No 

4a) All cans of Spaz 

4b) True % too little sugar 

4c) 480 cans 

4d) 8.96% 

4e) 4.56% 

4f) 4.40% to 13.52% 

4g) Confidence Statement 

4h) Yes 

5) History, Higher %

6) Probability, Higher %

7) 78.91%

8) Sketches

Problem Set 4.5 

1a) 450 pets 

1b) Treatment given 

1c) Change in Allergies 

1d) Yes 

1e) Experimental Design 

2a) 70 Prob. Students 

2b) The music 

2c) Probability Retention 

2d) Answers will vary 

2e) Answers will vary 

2f) Experimental Design 

3a) 982 contact wearers 

3b) Type of drop taken 

3c) Dry eye symptoms 

3d) Experimental Design 

3e) Answers will vary, Common 

result = 367, 468, 288, 

229, 131 

4a) 744 UW students and 3,057 

YPC attendees 

4b) The commercials 

4c) Desire to purchase phone 

4d) Experimental Design 

4e) Answers will vary 

5a) 39.7% 

5b) All MN teens 

5c) True % who like SBSP 

5d) 516 MN teens 

5e) 84.1% 

5f) 4.4% 

5g) 88.5% 

5h) Confidence Statement 

5i) Answers will vary 

6) 1,188,137,600

7) 0.33

Chapter 4 Review 

1) Flashcards

2a) Bias 

2b) Validity 

2c) Reliability 

3a) Answers will vary 

3b) Common result = 1261, 

4214, 1260, 4592, 1689 

4a) All women at UC 

4b) True % ‘Not Safe’ 

4c) 350 women 

4d) 21.14% 

4e) ± 5.35%

4f) 15.79% to 26.49% 

4g) Confidence Statement 

5a) 69 students 

5b) Type of test taken 

5c) Student scores on test 

5d) Answers will vary 

5e) Experimental Design 

6a) Observational Study 

6b) Sample Survey 

6c) Census 

6d) Experiment 

7a) Answers will vary 

7b) Answers will vary 

8) Experiment

9a) $2.30 

9b) 158.6% 

10a) 200 arthritis sufferers 

10b) Treatment taken 

10c) Swelling of knuckles 

10d) Answers will vary 

10e) Experimental Design 

11) 23.3%

12a) Eisenhower 

12b) McArthur = 83.7% 

Meade = 88.0% 

Eisenhower = 96.7% 

12c) Eisenhower 

13a) Voluntary Response, 

Undercoverage 

13b) Non-Response 

13c) Response Bias 

13d) Wording of Question 

13e) Processing Error 

13f) Random Sampling Error 

13g) Voluntary Response, 

Undercoverage 

14a) Systematic Rand. Samp. 

14b) Rand. Cluster Samp. 

14c) Stratified Rand. Samp. 

14d) Rand. Cluster Samp. 

14e) Voluntary Resp. Samp. 

14f) Convenience Sample 

14g) Stratified Rand. Samp. 

14h) MultiStage Rand. Samp 

14i) Convenience Sample 

14j) SRS 

15) Answers will vary
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